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THE REALIST RESPONSE TO IDEALISM
IN ENGLAND AND

LONERGAN'S CRITICAL REALISM

Mark D. Morelli
Loyola Mnrymount Unioersity

Los Angeles, Californin

T WAS SUGGESTED by Hermann L0tze that a philosophical position
is an attempt to justify a fundamental view of things adopted in early
life.l While this is probably not true for every major philosopher, it

seems it is hue often enough. In Lonergan sfudies, certainly, the research
of Richard Liddy, Michael Shute, Joseph Fitzpahick, William Mathews,
and others, has shown that some fundamental components of Lonerganls
mafure views were assembled, although not integrated, very early in his
career/ in the late 1920s and early 1930s. For example, traces can be found
in Lonerganls mafure thought of early encounters withthewritings
of G. K. ChestertorU Matthew Arnold, and John Henry Newmarl of
Suarez, Plato, and Augustine, of J. S. Mill, Patrick Coffey, and H. W. B.
Joseph. Investigation of these haces continues to throw brighter and
sometimes new light on Lonerganls ultimate position. My own study of
the influence of the oxford don J. A. stewart, whose book plato's Doctrine
of ldeas had a strong impact on the young Lonergan, has tended to confirm
my view that, when applied to Lonergan's case, L6tzds observation

_ 
rQuoted by J. n. Baillie in Contemporary British Phitosophy: Personal Statements (Ftrst

Series), ed. J. H. Muirhead (London: George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., 1924), 15. I am
grateful to Michael Vertin of the university of Toronto for his helpful comments on a
previous draft of this essay.

@ 2003 Mark D.Morelli
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should be taken seriously.2 A good deal of light it appears/ may be shed

on Lonergan's mature thought by a study of early influences.

The formative influence of the figures mentioned above has been

acknowledged by Lonergan himself either in informal recollections or in

his formal writings. Investigators of the influence of these thinkers on

Lonergan may proceed with confidence that they will discover something

which sheds new or brighter light on his position. However, when the

young Lonergan read these authors he was breathing the air of an

intellectual ahnosphere constituted by the philosophical perplexities of a

particular place and time. It is fair to suppose that the exigent young

Lonergan, perhaps as anxious then as he was later to meet the demands of

his times,3 read these authors as possible contributors to the resolution of

problems that pervaded the atrnosphere at that time. If this supposition is

granted, it is reasonable to expect that still further light will be shed on

Lonergan's mature position by shifting the balance of attention from the

early influence on him of particular figures and the ideas for which they

are now known, to the early influence on him of the problematic

atnnosphere within which those thinkers wrote or were being read and

within which he furned to those figures for enlightenment and assistance.

In this essay I shall shift the balance of attention for the moment to the

intellectual atnnosphere within which Lonergan's own questions arose

and approached precise articulation.
My general aim, then, is to contribute to the understanding of

Lonergan's mature philosophical position by seeking harbingers in the

intellectual drama being played out in England during the late 1920s

when Lonergan took up residence at Heythrop College, Oxfordshire, to

begin his earliest philosophical studies and to pursue an external degree

at the University of London.{

2On the Threshold of the Halfway House: The Lonugan/Stewart Encounter. Unpublished.

3In the original preface to Insight, which accompanied the manuscript of lnsight to

the publisher n 1954, Lonergan wrote: "But if I may borrow a phrase from Ortega y

Gasset, one has to strive to mount to the level of one's time'" See The Lonogan Reader,

ed. Mark D. Morelli and Elizabeth A. Morelli (Toronto and New York: University of

Toronto Press, 1997), 34.

4For a brief account of Lonergan's stay at Heythrop, see Richard Liddy,
Transforming Light: lntellectual Conuersion in the Eaily Lonagan (Collegewille, MN: The

Liturgical Press, 1993), 8-15.
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It should be recognized that an inquiry of this sort requires the use of

relatively broad classifications of philosophical movemenb and positions,

and these do tend to obscure real complexities. However, I believe these

characterizations will be sufficient for my purposes here. I shall leave the

task of detailed comparison and contrast of the various positions of the

time and place with Lonergan's mature position for fufure investigation.

This is a large topic, and I propose to make only a beginning.
Accordingly, my aims here are fairly limited. First, I wish to direct

attention to the specifically philosophical perplexities agitating the

intellecfual abnosphere and which were in the process of being worked

out during Lonergan's student days in England; and, second, I shall direct

attention to one movement in particular going forward at that time which

sought to resolve those perplexities. My hypothesis shall be that Lon-

ergan's project may well have been influenced both by the problems in

the air and by the movement in question. I shall note the convergence of

the philosophical problematic of that time and place with Lonergan's own

philosophical aims; and I shall suggest that the seeds of a more

satisfactory solution may have been planted in Lonergart's mind by a

particular effort made at that time to untangle and resolve it.

THE PHILoSopHIcAL PnosruNlenc: To Rrcown Rrelsu

First, then, the specifically philosophical perplexities of the place and

time. The dominant philosophical issue in England in the first third of the

twentieth century can be framed by the invasion of British philosophy in

the last quarter of the nineteenth century by German idealism, on the one

hand,.by way especially of the charismatic T. H. Green of Balliol and his

enthusiastic followers, and by the subsequent series of realist reactions

both of British philosophers and of those American philosophers who

were in tune with and joined the British debates, on the other.s I wish to

draw attentioru theru to the series of realist reactions and re-positionings

in response to the idealists' challenge.

tee Muirhead's Contanporary British Philosophy: Personal Statanents (Second Series)
(London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd', 1925), 15.
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The idealisb' challenge emerged with the relatively rapid assim-

ilation, especially in late Victorian Oxford, and largely by way of

Edinburgtu of Kant's Critique of Pure Reason, Hegel's absolute idealism,

and the widely read proto-neo-Kantian philosophy of Hermann Ldtze. It

took form variously and most notably in the predominantly ethical

idealism of Green and his school and in the more thoroughgoing

metaphysical idealism of F. H. Bradley.6 This assimilation was prepared

at Oxford by mounting discontent with the rise of physical reductionism

in psychology, sensism and positivism in epistemology, individualism in

ethics, and naturalism and materialism in metaphysics.T German idealism

began to get a grip on Oxford philosophy in the 1850s.8 By the early 1870s

it had tightened its hold and had found a place in the Litterae Humaniores

curriculum and on the Greats examinations. Its influence was still strong

enough in the Edwardian age to influence significantly, by his own

account in his AutobiographV, the intellectual formation of the idealist

philosopher of history R. G. Collingwood and to dominate the 1924 and

1925 volumes of Muirhead's well-known collection of statements by his

philosophica I contemporaries.e
The realist response to the German invasion began at once and

unfolded as a series of defensiv6 philosophical maneuvers. While the

various realist positions overlapped and interpenehated, for present

purposes they may be divided into four waves. The first wave was

"representational realism" or "copyism." Its clearly identified enemy was

idealism. But, representational realism proved to be as indefensible as the

nalve realism which the English appropriation of the German critique had

dismantled. Ib incapacity to meet adequately the idealist criticism was

widely recognized, and idealism continued to dominate the intellectual

scene. Copyism was followed by a series of efforts to overcome its glaring

6see Melr.irr Richter, The Politics of Conscience: T. H. Green and His Age (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1964).

TSee James Patrick The Magdaten Metaphysicals: Idealism and Orthodoxy at Oxford
1907-1945 (Mercer University Press, 1985), 5.

SThe Magdalen Metaplrysicals, 3.

9n. G. Coling-ood, An Autobiography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970), ch.
3; Contemporary British Philosophy (First Series) and (Second Series).
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weaknesses, but it was only with the furn of the century that idealism's

grip loosened and the balance began to shift
Illustrative, perhaps, of idealism's recession at Oxford was J. A.

Stewart's election to the Whitds Chair of Moral Philosophy. In 1897

Stewart defeated Edward Caird, a Green fthool idealist who had recenfly

returned to Oxford from Scotland to become Master of Balliol, despite

apparently strong support for Caird in the form of a memorial signed by a

large number of the philosophy dons. The Whitds Chair had been held

previously by the anti-Catholic, socially conscious T. H. Green of Balliol

himself and, after Greenls death, by the idealist philosopher and

translator of Hegel, William Wallace.l0 Stewart in contrast was a fairly

reclusive Anglo-Catholic don from Christ Churctu Balliol's long-standing

intellectual competitor,ll who had been molded in his student days by the

detached and disinterested intellectualism of the Oxford educational
reformer Mark Pattison at Lincoln College. His first major work, a two-
volume commentary on Aristotlds Nicomachean Ethics, which appeared in

1892, with its still durable scholarly display of Aristofle's social and

political conservatism, had at once undermined the Green School
idealists' ahistorical enlistment of Aristotle in their social reformist cause

and given considerable comfort to Balliol's traditional adversaries, the

High Church conservatives of Christ Church. His philosophical position

was characterized at the time of his election as "immanent realism,"

which suggests that, while he retained a realist outlook, Stewart was no

na'ive representationalist or copyist. Stewarfs election, and his electors'

apparent dismissal of the Caird memorial, seriously disrupted Oxford
intellectual life. It provoked published complaints of anti-idealist bias in

the electors by the idealisb J. H. Muirhead and J. S. Mackenzie.l2 Whereas

lBtewart's election was noted in The Philosophical Ranierp 6, 5 (September 1897), 576.
Green had been elected to the Chair in 1878. His lectures from 1878 until his death in
1882, when he was succeeded by Wallace, formed the substance of his unfinished
Prolegomena to Ethics. See The Dictionary of National Biography, vol. VIII, 4D.

11See Geoffrey Faber, luoett: A Portrait with Background (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1958), 223. *e also Reo. R. St. lohn Tynahitt, "Christ Church," in The
Colleges of Oxford: Their History and Tradition, ed. Andrew Clark (London: Methuen &
Co., 1891).

12;. S. Mackenzie was a student of Edward Caird; Muirhead had studied at Glascow
and Balliol College, Oxford. See Contemporary Bitish Philwoplry first Series), 231, 307.
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the memorial was in fact merely an affirmation of Caird's qualifications to
stand for the White's Chair, Muirhead represented it as a show of support
for Caird's election and as a strong public expression of pro-idealist

sentiment. The Oxford pragmatist F. C. S. Schiller reported in letters to his
friend and mentor William James that, as a consequence of Stewar/s
electiory Caird's loss, and Muirhead's published account of his
interpretation of the intention of the memorial, some Oxford dons were
giving others the silent treatment, and the intellecfual atmosphere at

Oxford had turned "lurld."\3 Two years after his election Stewarf who
much preferred the disinterested quietude of a scholar and typically
steered clear of public disputes, whether intellectual or political,
published a call for the signers of the memorial to disassociate themselves
publicly from "Mr. Muirhead's legend which other imperfectly
informed writers will probably again repeaf till it becomes accepted
everywhere as a truth."1a By the turn of the century, as Stewarf s election
and the conhoversy surrounding it seem to suggest, the idealist tide had

begun to turn.
ln the first decades of the twentieth century the second, third, and

fourth waves of realist reaction washed over the English intellectual
landscape. This onslaught of realist positions cannot be explained, as
Muirhead would have it by university politics alone. It seems to have
been motivated parfly by the unabated pragmatic success of the implicit
realism of naive common sense and partly by the accumulating successes
of natural sciences guided by the same implicit realism. The second wave

The articles are J. H. Muirhead, "The Oxford Chairs of Philosophy: The Need oI
Reform," The Contemporary Reuiew, LXXry $uly-December 1898): 724-36; J. S.
Mackenzie, "The Oxford Chairs of Philosophy," International lournal of Ethics 9, 3 (April
1899): 378-79.

73The Correspondence of William lames, vol. 8, 1895-Junet89, ed. Ignas K. Skrupsketis
and Elizabeth M. Berkeley (Charlottesville and London: University Press of Virginia,
2Cn0), 467 .

14See Remarks on Certain Memorialists, by White's Professor of Moral Philosophy

fl. A. Stewart), Oxford, May 1899, 4. This document is held by the Bodleian Library
(G. A. Oxon 80 611 (28)) and is quoted with the permission of the Curators of the
Bodleian Library. Stewart opens his remarks with the following: "As a man of peace,
anxious to have leisure for my work, I have been unwilling to enter into the fray which
Mr. Muirhead's article in the Contemporary Rniew for November, 1898, has stirred up"
(1).
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was "English Neo-realism," represented by G. E. Moore, Samuel Alex-

ander, and Bertrand Russell. Ib enemy remained idealism, both in its

Berkelean and in its more philosophically challenging and problematic

German form, but it also opposed the dualism of representational realism.

The third wave was an American product called "New Realism." It

appeared in the first decade of the new century but only achieved high

visibility with the publication in 1912 of a cooperative volume, The New

Realism, by six American philosophers led by Ralph Barton Perry. Against

both idealism and representative realism, it insisted upon the unmediated

or real presence to consciousness of the object of knowledge. Buf in

opposition to English Neo-realism, it replaced the mental act of

awareness, which the former had retained, with a behaviorist doctrine of

bodily response and espoused a physical monism.ls A fourth wave of

realist reactiorL also American, reached British shores four years later, in

1916, in the form of a small volume published by Roy Wood Sellars, and it

went by the name of "Critical Realism." Like the other post-represen-

tationalist positions, it rejected idealism, but it also opposed both the
physical monism of American New Realism and what it derided as the
"merely logical realism" of the English Neo-realists.16

It is this fourth wave that should peak the interest of scholars on the

lookout for antecedents to Lonergan's mature position. For Lonergan,

who began his philosophical studies while this fourth wave of realist

reaction was still surging eventually would adopt the name "Critical

Realism" for his own position.lT It appears/ then, that this "Critical

Realisf' response to idealism deserves special attention. First from the

historical standpoint of the young Lonergan it was the state-of-the-art

15For a survey of the series of realist positions rp to 1922, see Arthur Kenyon
Rogers, English and American Philosoplty Since 1800: A Citical Suraey (1922; reprint, Kraus
Reprint Co., New York, 1970).

15See Durant Drake, Arthur O. Lovejoy, James Bissett Pratt, Arthur K. Rogers,
George Santayana, Roy Wood Sellars, and C. A. Strong, Essays in Citical Realism: A Co-
operatiae Study of the Probletn of Knowledge (London: MacMillan and Co., Limited, 1920),
vi. The "merely logical realism" alluded to here is well-illustrated by G. E. Moore's
famous "Refutation of Idealism."

17See Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, vol. 3, ed. Robert M. Doran and
Frederick E. Crowe (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988), 217.
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response/ as it were, to the idealist challenge; and, second, it goes by the
name Lonergan gave to his own mafure position.

But if, as G. E. Moore argued in his famous attempt to refute
Berkeleian idealism, one should not conclude hyper-critically that esy is
percipi, nor should one assume hyper-naively, as it were, that percipi is
esse. A closer investigation of the dynamics of realist reaction in the
second and third decades of the twentieth century in England reveals yet
another less visible and less well-known realist position whiclu
interesdngly, also went by the tantalizing name "Critical Realism." It
emerged in virtual simultaneity with American Critical Realism but
differed significantly from the position the Americans espoused. This
other Critical Realism was articulated by the English philosopher and
University of London professor G. Dawes Hicks.

Dawes Hicks had studied at Manchester with the Kant scholar
Robert Adamson. He had followed in late Victorian Oxford the lectures of
William Wallace and R. L. Nettleship, both prominent idealists, and of
Cook Wilsory the most influential realist. He had also spent four vears in
I-,eipzig studying with psychologist and philosopher Wilhelm Wundt and
Max Heinze.18 From 1926 to 1928, during the first two years of Lonergan's
studies in England, Dawes Hicks headed the Department of Logic and
Psychology at the University of London and taught the course on the
nature of logical judgment. The formal connection of both Lonergan and
Dawes Hicks to the University of London is very suggestive. But it should
be noted that Lonergan's pursuit of an external degree did not involve
following courses at London. So, it cannot be claimed that Lonergan
sfudied under Dawes Hicks. However, Lonergan's academic connection
with London may have moved him to read the works of London
professors; and, if he kept abreast of the major philosophical journals, he
certainly would have been exposed to the ideas of both Sellars and Dawes
Hicks. The concrete possibility of such exposure is suggested by the fact
that the Heythrop library currently holds the early numbers of the
journals in which the New Realists and both types of Critical Realist
regularly published, as well as pre-1930 editions of books in which the

l8See Contemporary British Phitosophy (Second Series), 108.
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various positions were aired and criticized.l9 In any case, we must
distinguish two "Critical Realisms" which may have athacted the young
Lonergan's attention.

As ib use for two distinct positions suggests, the name "Critical
Realism" was in the air before it was adopted by either Sellars or Dawes
Hicks. The name has a history that predates the emergence of the Critical
Realisms of both. Before proceeding further, a brief account of the history
of the use of Critical Realism as the name for a philosophical response to
the idealist challenge is in order.

CRmcer Rrarsu IN TFrE ENctrsH Lamscapr

Critical Realism, as a name for a philosophical positiory gained currency
in British and American philosophy in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. It appeared initially as a translation from German.
The earliest reference in the English context to a philosophical position
that characterized itself as Critical Realism is perhaps to be found in a
review of A. Riehl's Der Philosophische l(riticismus und yine Bedeutung fur
ilb positioe Ws*nschaft in the January 1889 issue of Mind written by
Robert Adamsoru the Kant scholar and mentor of Dawes Hicks. In his
review article, Adamson reported that Riehl called his own point of view
"the standpoint of Critical Realism."2o A little more than a decade later
Charles Judd concluded an expository article in The Philosophical Reoisu
on the system of Wilhelm Wundt, under whom Dawes Hicks had studied
in I-eipzig by noting that "the best short phrase for the description of the
system is that which Wundt is making use of in recent articles, 'critical

realism."'21

It appears, thougtU that the first use of the name Critical Realism to
designate an English or American philosophical position or movement
was that of Roy Wood Sellars who, in 1916, published, Critical Realism: A

19lhe books include the Muirhead volumes; the journals are The Philosophicat
Reuie(D, The Contemporary Ratiew, Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, The lournal of
Philosoplry, and Mind.

2jContempuary British Philosophy (Second Series), 70.
2lcharles Jud4 "Wuadt's System of Philosophy," The Phitosophiul Raiao, luly

7897, 385.
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Study of the Nature and Conditions of Knuoledge.22 But, just a year later an
article titled "The Basis of Critical Realism" by Dawes Hicks appeared in

the Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society,23 and it seems that he employed

the name without any awareness of Sellars's volume. In 1920, Sellars,
joined by six other American philosophers, published a collaborative
volume entifled Essays in Critical Realism: A Co-operntioe Study. Sellars's
collaborators were Durant Drake, Arthur O. Lovejoy, James Bissett Pratt,
Arthur K. Rogers, George Santayana, and C. A. Strong. A response came

at a joint session of the Mind Association and the Aristotelian Society in

July 1924, when Dawes Hicks chaired a symposium on the theme "Critical

Realism: Is the difficulty in affirming a nature independent of mind

overcome by the distinction between essence and existence?" The

participants, in addition to Dawes Hicks, were J. Loewenberg of the

University of California, C. D. Broad, and the Reverend C. J. Shebbeare.2a
Loewenberg, in his published report on the symposium, described it as an

attempt to "liberate Critical Realism [as proposed by the Sellars group/

and especially by Santayana] from its polemical context."25 It was a
Dawes-Hicksian Critical Realist evaluation of American Critical Realism.

In 1927, C. D. Broad used the name "Critical Realism," but only once and
in passing, for the position he espoused.26

During the 1920s the phrase "critical realism" occurred fairly

frequently in articles in the three prominent journals of the time, Mind,

The lournal of Philosophy, and The Philosophical Reaiew. Almost invariably

these uses are related direcfly to the movement associated with Sellars

and his six compahiots.2T Indeed, a fair number of these articles were by

22Roy Wood Sellars, Critical Realism: A Study of the Nature and Conditions oJ
Knowledge (New York: Rand McNally & Co., 1916).

23cited in G. Dawes T\cl<s, Critical Realism: Studies in the Phitosophy of Mind and
Nature (London: Macmillan and Co., 1938).

24Announced tn Mind, NS, 33, 130 (April 1924), 230-31.

2sProceedings of the Aristotelian Society, Supplementary Volume N (1924): 87 .

26C. D. Broad, The Mind and Its Place in Nature, 1,927, 422 ff .

27ke, for example, B. H. Bode, "Critical Realism," The lournal of Philosophy 79, 3
(Beg 2, "1922), 68-78; Roy Wood Sellars, "Critical ReaLism and Its Citics," The
Philosophical Reuieu, 33, a $uly 1924), 379-97; Horace B. Englis[ "Naive Psychological
Realism vs. Critical Realism," The lournal of Philosophy 23, 25 (Dec. 9, 1926), 682-85; Roy
Wood Sellars, "What Is the Correct Interpretation of Critical Realism?" The lournal of
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Sellars himself who had undertaken to defend his personal version of
Critical Realism against different versions espoused by his former
collaborators. Finally, in 1938 Dawes Hicks published Critical Realism:
Studies in the Philosophy of Mind and Nature. Even though it was published
eight years after Lonergan left England, this volume should be included
among the important loci of the phrase "critical realism," because it
brings together in one volume articles published by Dawes Hicks during
the previous twenty years/ the first being his paper of 1917. More
importantly, it contains in ib introduction the only serious reflection by a
self-styled Critical Realist as far as I can determine, on the significance of
the name and on the differences between Dawes Hicks's usage and that of
Sellars and his collaborators.

Before going further/ a summary of the points made so far is in
order. When Lonergan was in England, the philosophical atmosphere was
permeated by the problematic of recovering realism, in some post-naive
form, from its eclipse by idealism. The problematic was worked out in a
sequence of realist re-positionings. Tied for last in the sequence were two
positions both of which called themselves "Critical Realism" - one
associated with Sellars, the other associated with Dawes Hicks. But, the
name "Critical Realism"was not invented by either Sellars or Dawes
Hicks. It seems to have entered the Anglo-American philosophical
vocabulary by way of Adamson who had acquired it from Wilhelm
Wundt.

A PnounsrNT FEATURE oF LoNERGAN's CRr[cAL Rnelrsl,r

I have haced with admittedly broad shokes a philosophical context
marked by the struggle of the realist objective to realize itself anew, to
reground itself, not by retrenchment into an unrecoverable realist naivete,
but intelligently and reasonably subsequent to the idealist critique. At this
poinf it is important to recall that a prominent feafure of Lonergan's
Critical Realism is its twofold claim to have found a ground for realism
beyond idealism - no! so to speak, before or beneath idealism - and to have

Philosophy, 24, 9 (Apr. 28, D2n, 23841; Roy Wood Sellars, "A Re-Examination of
Critical f{salism," The Philosophical Reaiew, 38, 5 (September 1929), 439-55.
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done so by drawing a critical distinction between two radically different

kinds of knowing. In the Inhoduction to lnsight, in what I believe may be

among the paragraphs in that work most deserving of prolonged

reflectioo Lonergan wrote:

For the appropriation of one's own rational self-consciousness,
which has been so stressed in this introductioru is not an end in itself
but rather a beginning. It is a necessary beginning, for unless one
breaks the duality in one's knowing one doubts that understanding
correctly is knowing. Under the pressure of that doubt, either one
will sink into the bog of knowing that is without understanding/ or
else one will cling to understanding but sacrifice knowing on the
altar of an immanentism, an idealism, a relativism. From the horns
of that dilemma one escapes only through the discovery - and one
has not made it yet if one has no clear memory of its startling
shangeness - that there are two quite different realisms, that there
is an incoherent realism, half animal and half human, that poses as a
halfway house between materialism and idealism, and on the other
hand that there is an intelligent and reasonable realism between
which and materialism the halfway house is idealism.2s

The two ways of knowing in question are (1) knowing as experiencing,

understanding, and reflective iudging, and (2) confrontational knowing,

or what Lonergan frequently refers to with the phrase "knowing as

looking." The two types of realism in question are, on the one hand,

Lonergan's Critical Realism and, on the other, a type or class encom-

passing a wide variety of basically incoherent realist positions, all

wallowing in "the bog of knowing that is without understanding."

When Lonergan claims that his Critical Realism is "beyond

idealism" he means that it does not seek to reinstate realism either by

means of the rehograde pursuit of a salvific breakthrough in the theory of

perception - as those who lament the passing of realist naivete might

wish - or by means of some new but still idealistic theory of conceptual

formation and conceptual combination - as those who admit the legit-

imacy of the idealist critique of immediate perceptual confrontation may

hope. Rather, he means that it regrounds realism by means of a

breakthrough in the theory of rational judgment on the adequacy of

28Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, vol. 3, 22.
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conceptual formulations of understandings of perceptual experiences. As
conceptual formulation of possibly correct understanding follows upon
inquiry into percepfual experiencg so idealism is "beyond" naive realism.
And, as radonal judgment follows upon concepfual formulation of
possibly correct understanding of perceptual experience, so Lonergan's
Critical Realism is "beyond" both idealism and naive realism. Further-
more, while realists who nurfure a nostalgia for lost naivete may be
inclined to think here of judgments as implicit in perceptioru and while
idealists who have reconciled themselves to the loss of immediacy may
tend to think here of judgmenb as syntheses or combinations of concepts,
Lonergan - neither nostalgic for realist naivete nor satisfied with the
merely negative import of the idealist critique - means by judgment the
affirmation or negation of an otherwise merely conditioned proposition.
The conditioned proposition is provided from the idealists' favored field
of conceptual formation and combinatiory and its fulfilling conditions, as
grasped by reflective insightze are provided from the naive realisb'
favored field of perceptual experience.

In this way, Lonergan escapes the either/or of percep-
tion/understanding, of the faculty of intuition/faculty of understanding
of the percepfual field/conceptual field. Moreover, he escapes the
vacillation between these poles which marks the efforb of so many
philosophers who suppose that if a better ground for realism exisb, it is
to be found in one or the other or in some uneasy combination of the two.
This sort of philosophical rummaging about in a field of cognitive
performance that has been artificially contracted by the absorption of the
distinctive activity of rational judgment by antecedent stages of the
cognitive process can only produce "incoherent realisms." Typically,
these "incoherent realisms" are marked by an attempt to make perception
alone or some "judgment of perception" or understanding alone or some
synthetic judgment or the two in some unnatural and phenome-
nologically unverifiable combination, carry the full weight of realist
conviction.

29lonergan described his account of the rational grasp of the virtually
unconditioned as his most important contribution to philosophy. See Collected Works of
Bernard Lonergan" vol. 3, ch. 9 and 10 and ch. 11, sections 9 - 11.
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In the absence of a sufficiently critical distinction between the two

types of knowing, the theory of knowledge which emerges must be an

uneasy combination of naiVe realist faitlu on the one hand, and idealist

scepticism which cripples that faith with reasonable doubg, on the other.

Accordingly, even the most sophisticated and well-formed versions of

"incoherent realism" will be unstable mixfures of fundamentally

irreconcilable premises, which cause a stir when they emerge but are

ushered fairly quickly from the philosophical scene by logical or

methodological criticism. A realism "beyond idealism" will recognize that

the idealist critique rules out absolutely a resolution of the realist

problematic by way of a new theory of perception; and, further, it will

recognize that an uncompromised realist quest demands real, not merely

conceptr..ii, distinctions. As Lonergan remarks in his last major work,

Method in Theology:

To move beyond idealism to realism, one has to discover that man's
intellecfual and rational operations involve a transcendence of the
operating subject that the real is what we come to know through a
grasp of a certain type of virtually unconditioned.3o

It is this broad feature of Lonergan's enterprise and positiory thery

that is to be kept in mind as we seek to determine which of the two

Critical Realisms is more likely to have influenced the young Lonergan's

thinking. A closer examination of them should be guided by questions

such as the following: Does one Critical Realism strive more explicitly

than the other to go beyond idealism? Does one situate itself reflectively

beyond idealism? Does one regard idealism as a stage or a halfway house,

as Lonergan puts it, on the way to Critical Realism and distinguish itself

for this reason from the other? Is one best described as a halfway house

between materialism and idealism? Does either employ a distinction

resembling Lonergan's critical distinction between two kinds of knowing?

Does either look beyond theory of perception and theory of conceptual

combination for the solution it seeks? Surely, if one of these Critical

Realisms identifies as its explicit aim the transcendence of idealism - as

3oMethod in Theology (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1972), 76.
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opposed to its mere destruction - and the other does not then that
Critical Realism is the more likely candidate for fruitful exploration.
Finally, it is also possible, of course, that Lonergan drew inspiration from

both of these Critical Realisms, or that he drew no inspiration from either.

THE CRmcAL REALISMS oF SELLARS AND DAwES Hrcxs: Brvouo lorersrrr?

With these questions in mind, let us see what Dawes Hicks had to say
about the name "critical realism" in the introduction to his collection of
1938. He begins by noting that he made use of the name before its
adoption in 1920 by the American Critical Realists in his 1917 article in the
Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society.3l While it is true that Dawes Hicks

used the name before the American collaborative volume appeared,
Sellars's use acfually preceded Dawes Hicks's by a year. Still, Sellars's
himself acknowledged that his earlier book was not widely read, and so
Dawes Hicks may be excused for the oversight.32 This is, in any case, a
minor point of usage. More important and more interesting given our
present concerns/ is the following observation by Dawes Hicks:

While [the American Critical Realists] disclaim any reference to the
Kantian philosophy in their use of the word "critical," I claim to be
using it in what may legitimately be said to be the Kantian sense. It
was, I take it the essence of Kanf s critical method that it should put
as the first question to be faced in philosophical inquiry, what are
the conditions of knowledge of objectsfas

The American Critical Realisb, on the other hand, declare in the preface
to their collaborative volume:

Needless to say, the word "critical" [in the phrase "critical realism"]
has no reference to the Kantian philosophy.M

31seilats, Critical Realism, v.
32se[ars himself refers to his 'little known book" in an article of 1924, 'Critical

Realism and Its Critics," The Philosophical Raniao, ts, a fluly 7924): 379.
33Dawes Hicks, Critical Realism: Studies in the Philosophy of Mind anil Natu re, v .
aaSeUrs, Criticat Realism. vi.
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Thus, while both Critical Realisms focus on the problem of knowledge,

Dawes Hicks is much more obviously in dialogue with Kant and in line
with idealist transcendental inquiry, whereas Sellars asserts that the main

aim of the realist must be to meet the argumenb of Berkeley.3s
Dawes Hicks proceeds to summarize realist efforts to transcend or go

beyond the impasse reached by idealist systems. It is to be noted that he

does not include among these efforts the naive "nafural realism" of Reid

and the Scottish Common Sense school, American New Realism/ or even

Sellars's Critical Realism. "I am thinking," he writes,

of a number of patient investigators who, whilst imbued with the
lesson of Kant and Hegel, came to see that the place assigned Nature
in the idealist systems of the nineteenth century was unsatisfactory
and impossible.36

Dawes Hicks finds the beginning of this movement in the labors of Ldtze

who gave prominence to "the discrepancy between the large conceptions

of the idealist systems and the important results which the special

sciences were accumulating in abundance."37 And he quotes L0tze: "It is

only inquiries conducted in the spirit of realism that will satisfy the

wishes of idealism."38 Lotzds work was carried forward in England by

Robert AdamsorL Dawes Hicks's mentor at Manchester. Adamson was

not only the foremost Kant scholar in England, but Dawes Hicks reporb

that he had a "companionable feeling" toward the idealism of Hegel.3e

Adamson agreed with the idealist claim that the mistake of naiVe or

intuitive realism lay with its starting point in "the assumption that the

independence of the object is immediately given . ."40 Still, he

disagreed with the subjective idealisb who held that "the object is first

given as inward. The object is not given," he argued, "either 'outwardly'

3belars, Critical Realism, v .

36Da*es Hicks, Critical Realism, iv .

37Da*es Hick, Criticat Realism, ljv.

38Dawes Hick.s, Critical Realism, vj'r .
39Da*es Hicl<s, Criticat Realism, xv .

4ODawes Hicl<s, Criticat Realism, iv.
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or 'inwardlt', as it were."41 These views were shared by Leonard
Hobhouse. Against Kant, both Adamson and Hobhouse held that what
the idealists took to be the abstract and general, logical conditions of
experience are in fact "the late results of . . . our interpretation . . ."42 The
object writes Dawes Hicks,

is given as a content present to an inward state, but the distinction
between inner and outer, or between subject and objec! gradually
comes to recognition in the course of mental evolution.43

Reasoning along similar lines, according to Dawes Hicks, were George
Fullerton and Shadworth Hodgson.

Dawes Hicks, then, claims that his critical realism belongs to "a
distinctive movement in philosophy" that had been unfolding since the
1880s when Green enlisted German idealism to assist him in blunting the
materialist, sensist, individualist assault on the spiritual.a He views this
movement, moreover/ as "a perfectly legitimate developmenf' of idealist
speculation that inherited ib premises from "the long labours of post-
Kantian idealists."4s The subjectivism of Berkeley had been dispensed
with by T. H. Greeru and by Hegel before that, and consistent efforb had
been made to escape the subjectivism that dogged the footsteps of Kant.
The transition to realism of the type Dawes Hicks attempb to construct is,
he says,

but a short advance beyond idealism, and it is to be made by way of
the realization that the subordination of all fact to the conditions of
thought tended so to emphasize the importance of the latter as to
make it appear as though the detailed investigation of particular

41Da*es Hicks, Citical Realism, xvi.
42Dawes Hick-s, Crif ical Rulism, xvi,.
43Dawes t\ck, Citiul Realism, xvi.
4Dawes Hick's, Citical Rulism, xvii..
45Dawes lltd<s, Critical Realism, xvii.
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kinds of fact were of comparatively slight philosophical sig-
nificance.6

Dawes Hicks's Critical Realism attempts to preserve the British idealist

interest in affirming, in reaction against the increasingly arid ahnosphere

of late Victorian oxford, the affinity of all objects with spirif while

resisting with realist faith the dissolution of all distinctions. The hick to

this delicate maneuver, moreover, is not to revert to pre-Kantian modes of

philosophizing. It is to carry on "the tradition of the critical method" by

pursuing the critical questiory not in direction of further abstract logical

conditions of experience, but along what Adamson called "the long and

difficult path of facts."47 Again, the realism that transcends idealism is to

be a further unfolding of a tendency in idealist speculation itself to

recognize that, as Adamson put i! "the basis of all logical necessity is the

necessity of fact,"48 and to proceed on the basis of that recognition to

concretize the absbact self-conscious ego of Kant as a developing

conscious self.49
American Critical Realism, on the other hand, seeks to recover a

form of realism independently of this idealist trend that Dawes Hicks has

identified and with which he allies himself. In this way, Sellars's Critical

Realism differs significantly from the Critical Realism of Dawes Hicks.

But, Sellars's Critical Realism is not therefore to be regarded as containing

no valuable lessons. Sellars rejected the assumption shared by Locke and

Berkeley that if there is to be knowledge of the physical world it must be

by "direct or indirect apprehension."s He held that Berkeley's arguments

were "based on a conception of knowledge that did not hold for

science."51 He charged idealism with adhering to the same intuitionist

conception of knowledge, and he insisted that scientific knowledge is

propositional and must undergo an immanent test.s2 Still, in the end,

46Dawes lhcks, Critical Realism, note.

aTquoted by Dawes Hicks, Critical Realism, xvi.

aSquoted by Dawes Hicks, Critical Realism, xvi.

49Da*es Hicks, Critical Realism, xvjd..

sselars, Criticat Realism, i.

51se11ars, Critical Realism, vt.

52se[ats, Critical Realism, i.
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despite these promising insighb, Sellars adopts in his 1916 volume a
realist position which he describes variously as Nafuralism, Neo-
Materialism, and New Materialism.S3 Moreover, in 1924, Sellars states
succinctly his then pragmatic way of resolving the problem posed by our
inability to make an apprehensive comparison between the objgct itself
and the content of consciousness by which alone the object can be given:

My own answer would be of this kind: things seems to appear or to
reflect themselves in the contents which they conhol in the organ-
ism; and on the theory of realism they would do just this. The
structure and behavior of things is reproducible in another medium
[that is, consciousness] because they are an order rather than a sfuff.
In the second place, my behavior is successfully guided by this
claimed knowledge through contents; and it is hard to understand
why there would be this successful guidance if the contents did not
give knowledge. In the third place, the scientist is able to predict
fufure occurrences in terms of this knowledge, and this prediction
would also be hard to explain on the basis of agnosticism. In the
fourth place, tested knowledge-claims harmonize and enable us to
build up a system of knowledge which appears to give us insight
into nature, and which connects up with guidance, control and
prediction. Thus, ultimatelp it is a consilience of these reasons which
shengthens the critical realist in his belief that his knowledge-claim
is justified.il

While we cannot immerse ourselves in the details here, it appears tha!
despite valuable insights which invited a critical distinction between two
ways of knowing and a dochine of rational judgment the stubborn
infuitionist assumption maintains its grip on Sellars as well.
Consequently, instead of passing through idealism as through a halfway
house, Sellars erects a sophisticated New Materialism halfway between
vulgar materialism and idealism.

How does Dawes Hicks fare in his deliberate attempt to go beyond
idealism? Not well, unfortunately. According to Dawes Hicks, Kant
asked, "Why was it that that which is known stands ooer against the
knowing subject?"ss Dawes Hicks himself italicizes the phrase "stands

s3selars, Criticat Realism, vi.
g"C.iucal 

Realismand Its Critics ," The Phitosophical Reuial, 33, 4 (fuly '1924): 387 .
55Dawes I\cks, Critical Realism, i.
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over against." He does so, thougtu not to call our critical attention to, and

to put us on guard agains! the residual confrontationism or intutionism

of which Lonergan rightly accuses Kant, but rathet, as we shall see, to

emphasize Kanf s interest in objectiuity.s Kant asked, says Dawes Hicks,

rephrasing the questiory "How did it come about that subjective activity

should carry with it reference to an object?" fn attempting to solve this

problem, Dawes Hicks argues, Kant assumed the heterogeneity of sense

and thoughf a generic difference between sensibility and under-

standing - one receptive, the other spontaneous. Kant's emphasis upon

this putatively generic difference obscures what Dawes Hicks calls the

genetic difference discoverable by a survey of the stages in the factual

history of consciousness.ST "A sharp antithesis," he writes, "... between

the pure generality of thought and the indeterminate particulars of sense

allows no room for this progressive development."s8 The antithesis,

Dawes Hicks argues, may appear plausible if, like Kant, we take scientific

experience as typical. But the antithesis breaks down when we consider

the entire acfual range of cognitive experience.sg

To Dawes Hicks, the antithesis of sense and understanding is the

source of the subjective character that Kant assigns to knowledge as a

whole.o Empirical elemenb of experience, arising from mechanical

affection by a real agent, are crude materials to be worked up into the

form of knowledge, with the outcome being a tertium gzld between the

cognizing mind and the things themselves. Dawes Hicks finds in this

view a "violent conhadiction."

And so the awkward predicament confronts us of having, on the one
hand, to admit that what is experienced is constituted exclusively of
mental elements, whilst, on the other hand, it has all along been
recognized as the core of the whole problem, that the very essence of

sFor Lonergan on Kant's "vestigial empiricism," see Collected Works of Bernard

Lonergan, vol. 3, ch. 11, section 10.

57Da,"es l\ck-s, Criticat Realism, 4.

sDawes !ltck-s, Critical Realism, 5.

59Da*es l{cl<s, Critical Realism, 5.

flDa*es t\cks, Critical Realism, 5.
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an act of knowing what we call "things" consists in a "reference" to
that which is other than and distinct from the finite knower.61

The source of this contradiction, says Dawes Hicks, is to be found in
Kanf s starting point. But, the inadequate starting point that Dawes Hicks
identifies is not the one a Lonerganian might expect. It is not Kanfs
extroverted ideal of direct apprehension of objecb already-out-there-now-
real, that is, his vestigial empiricism, and his failure to distinguish
critically two radically different kinds of knowing. It is, rather, Kanfs
appropriation of Hume's conception of sense-experience as constifuted by
a mere aggregate of discrete impressions. Given this assumed theory of
perception, says Dawes Hicks, a synthesis or combination of the manifold
becomes necessary. This synthesis becomes the very act of knowing and
its product the intervening and object-veiling tertium quid.

In order to overcome this immanentist consequence, Dawes Hicks
rejecb Hume's doctrine as erroneous62 and claims instead that "sense-
qualities are, what they purport to be, veritable properties of external
things - entities whictu as Kant himself had agreed - stand ooer against
the conscious subject as the objecb of his cognitive states."63 This time the
italics are mine. To Dawes Hicks it follows that knowledge will not be an
act of synthesis, but rather an act "of discriminating, of distinguishing of
comparing" features of already synthesized existing things. Knowing is a
process of discriminating the features of indiscriminately given wholes, of
distinguishing them from their surroundings, and of recognizing their
relations.e Understanding has been contracted by Dawes Hicks into an
aspect of perception.

In brief, therL Dawes Hicks's Critical Realism introduces a new
theory of perception to replace the impressionism of Hume and, in that
way, seeks to escape the subjectivist implications of idealism. But it does
so at the price of the synthesizing function of understanding. This new
theory of perception was summarized by Dawes Hicks in his contribution

6lDawes t\ck-s, Critical Rulism, 54.
62Dawes t\cks, Critical Realism, 6.
63Dawes Hicks, Critical Realism, 7 .
&Dawes Hick-s, Critical Realism. 7 .
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to Muirhead' s 1925 volume under a title that probably carried at that time

a connotation of transcendence but which now suggests collapse and

retrogressiory "From Idealism to Realism."6s

Thus, what Lonergan says about the strengths and weaknesses of

idealism in his article "Cognitional shucture" seems to be applicable to

Dawes Hicks and his brand of Critical Realism:

The idealist ... correctly refutes the naive realist claim that the whole

objectivity of human knowing is found in some component of
human knowing but mistakenly concludes that human knowing
does not yield valid knowledge of reality ... The strength of the
idealist position is the sharpness with which it refutes the mistaken
claims of naive realists; its weakness is ib inability to break
completely with the confusions introduced by naive realism'66

On the other hand, the following remark by Dawes Hicks seems

applicable to Lonergan and pertinent to our efforts to understand more

completely Lonergan's mafure position:

I think no worker in philosophy will regret having passed through at

some period of his history an idealistic phase of thought. It is a great

advan-tage to have felt for a while at least the strength of the idealist
position through having viewed it from withi& from the vantage-
ground of one who is convinced of its truth. For I doubt whether the
Jtrength of the case that can be made out for an idealistic
interpretation of the world is ever realized by those who survey it
-erety from the outside, and whose attitude towards it is that of
hostile critics engaged in demolishing now one and now another of
ib various tenets.67

CoNcruomc REMARK

If Lonergan did happen to attend to the state-of-the-art realist response to

idealism during his stay in England, what influence might it have had on

him? "Influence," of course, is a very broad notion. Inasmuch as Dawes

6sContemporary British Philosop,tuy (Second Series)' 107 ff.
6Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, vol. 3, 232.

67 Contemporary British Philosop,hy (Second Series), 109.
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Hicks was still problematically involved in the confusion of the two kinds
of knowing and inclined, moreover, like Kant to retain the ideal of
immediate infuition, any influence in this instance would have amounted
to an increase in frustration with the lack of success of the latest realist
efforts to overcome the critical idealist assault on naive realism and its
seemingly subjectivist implications. That is to sap if Lonergan was indeed
influenced during his stay in England by the philosophical problematic of
that place and time, that familiarity, if it did not afford him a satisfactory
realist solution, may well have served to potentiate, as Kierkegaard might
say, his own aporia. Thus, it may have set the stage for his own quest for a
realism beyonil idealism, and so have contributed toward the fulfillment of
the conditions for the emergence of his more thoroughgoing critical
distinction between two kinds of knowing and his complete abandonment
of the confrontationalist ideal, both of which are required for a truly
Critical Realism beyond idealism. My hope is that, even if in the end this
has been shown to be no more than concretely possible, the investigation
will still have thrown additional light on Lonergan's mature position and
ib relationship to the philosophical milieu within which it began to grow.
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THE SURPASSING SUBJECT

Nicholas Plants

Mount Saint Mry's College

Emmitsburg, Mmyland

"The greatest hazard of all, losing the self, can occur
very quietly in the world, as if it were nothing at all." I

t-l-tHE lfnt ANNUAL Timothy Fallon Memorial Lonergan

I 
Symposium provided those in attendance with the opportunity to

J- revisit Lonergan's 1968 Aquinas lecture and to thereby re-turn not
simply to the subject, or even to The Subject, but also to Lonergan s
definitive turn to the subject as subjecl Doing so was as formative as it
was timely in that subjectivity and consciousness are contemporary
philosophical issues that are often as divisive as they are prevalent. The
attrendees who presented papers at the symposium have rightly begun to
make contributions to published Lonergan sfudies and their lead is well-
worth following.2 The specific contribution I will make to what might be
called Lonergan's philosophical anthropology is one that is more
existential than historical. I agree with St Amou/s claim that if the
history of philosophy is interpreted as "setting the conditions for the
possibility of self-appropriation, as Lonergan's approach suggests it could
be, then the identification of broad movements is only a beginning and
the detailed dialectical analysis of the specific contributions and
shorkomings of particular thinkers will remain an important task for
Lonergan scholarship for some time."3 I would add that a detailed

lSoren Kierkegaard, The Sicbtess llnto Death, trans. Howard and Edna Hong
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983), 32-33.

2See, for example, Paul St. Amour, "Kierkegaard's Retrieval of the Existential
Subiect" METHOD: lournal of Lonergan Studies 20 (2N2): 87-173.

3St. Amour, "Kierkegaard's Retrieval," 88.

@ 2003 Nicholas Plants 25
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dialectical analysis of Lonergan's own contributions and shortcomings to

establishing the conditions for the possibility of authentic self-

appropriation is equally as importan! however, and will also be so for

some time. As suclL it is important to recall that while Lonergart's "new

emphasis on existential self-constitution in his latter account of self-

appropriation" signals a definitive advancement over his lnsight and
,,Cognitional Strucfurd' formulations, this latter account must be subiect

to critical, as well as detailed, dialectical analysis.a The critical question of

whether Lonergan's more developed account of self-appropriation

adequately articulates the "task of existential self-appropriatiorfis thus

an open one, especially from the perspective of an ontology as

existentially astute as Kierkegaard's.S

Far from wishing to imply that st. Amour is unaware of this critical

questiory or that his fine dialectical analysis of why Kierkegaard's

articulation of self-appropriation at the existential level does not

"completely evade the problem of the alienated subject" is faulty, my aim

is to show why Lonergan does not completely evade this problem either.6

The critique I offer to this effect is an internal one, however, and is

intended to expand Lonergan's account of the alienated subject so as to

include a potential trap to which self-appropriating human subjects are

susceptible. I believe that just as Lonergan's "intellectualist existen-

tialism" can be affirmed without fostering an overly critical assessment of

Kierkegaard, "exceptional self-appropriation at the existential level,"

regardless of whether it is articulated philosophically, religiously, or

artistically, can be affirmed without fostering an overly critical assessment

of Lonergan.T Rather than doing so by turning to a specific figure from the

history of philosophy, I will, together with a challenge from Habermas

and some assistance from Kierkegaard, do so by furning to the

existentialist literature of John Barth.

aSt. Amour, "Kierkegaard's Retrieval," L09.

5St. Amour, "Kierkegaard's Retrieval," 104.

65t. Amour, "Kierkegaard's Retrieval," 1@.

7St. Amour, "Kierkegaard's Retrieval," 111 and 112, respeckively.
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THE PRECARIOUSNESS OF SELF-RELATION

Lonergan reminds ts in The Subject that the wealth of existential reflection

can turn out to be a trap.8 Existential reflection is enriching because it is

the key that "opens the doors to a philosophy, not of man in the abstract,
but of concrete human living in its historical unfolding."e As such, "not

only does it touch us intimately and speak to us convincingly but also it is
the natural starting point for fuller reflection on the subject as incarnate."
Existential reflection is self-reflection that is as enriching as it is
enlightenin& therU because it reveals the human subject as a doer
engaged in the lifelong project of self-making - not simply as a knower
engaged in experiencing understanding, and judging and so
highlights our key role in making ourselves what we are to be as selves.
Existential reflection is simultaneously a trap in Lonerganls view,
however, because it tends to lead us away from the classical problems of
cognitional theory, epistemology, and metaphysics. Even if the haditional
answers to these problems are defective, as Lonergan clearly recognizes
they are, this does not mean that we should dismiss the crucial questions
that prompted them. Doing so leads to an even more radical truncation of
the self than existential reflection alone can remedy since crucial aspects
of selftrood are neglected at the same time that long-neglected ones are
explored. Thus the existential subject does not preclude the trap of the
alienated subiect the self who, because he "renounces authentic living
and drifb into the now seductive and now harsh rhythms of his psyche
and nafure,"10 is alienated from himself. The result is the drifter - the
self who has yet to find himself.ll When we renounce authentic living,
itself understood via cognitional, epistemological, and metaphysical
reflectioru we allow ourselves to drift aimlessly among the rhythms of
psyche and nature. Doing so alienates us from our selves in that it draws

8Bernard Lonergan, "The Subject" in A Second Collectio1 ed. William Ryan and
Bernard Tyrell (Philadelphia : Westrdnster Press, 1974), 85.

glonergan, "The Su$ect" 85.
loLonergan, "The Subjec!" 86.
llBernard Lonergan, "Existmz and Aggiornamento," Collected Works of Bernard

Lonergan, ed. Frederick Crowe and Robert Doran, vol, 4, Collection (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1993), 224.
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us farther away from, rather than bringing us closer to, the primordial

huths of authentic selfhood which existential self-reflection makes

available to us.
Because these rhythms are as complex as they are varied and often

serve to alienate us from ourselves in historically nuanced ways, it is

necessary to further expand the account of the alienated subject Lonergan

offers in his seminal lecture. The specific aspect of selfhood that must be

explored in order to do so is self-consciousness. Such is the case because

the account of the human subfect Lonergan advances in The subject - the

study of oneself inasmuch as one is conscious - has itself been

challenged in several philosophical circles. More specifically, Habermas's

claim that the philosophy of consciousness is exhausted echoes the

sentimenb of numerous contemporary philosophers, albeit for different

reasons.l2 Habermas articulates the widely accepted basis for this

conclusion: "Whoever chooses the self-relation of the knowing subject as

the starting point of his analysis has, since Fichte, had to deal with the

following objection: self-consciousness could by no means be an original

phenomenory because whenever the knowing subject turns back upon

itself, in order to lay hold of itself as an object, the spontaneity of

conscious life withdraws from the very objective form under which it

would have to be subsumed."13 Despite the many advances it enables, not

to mention the vital role it plays within the self-appropriation of

tanscendental method, Habermas is right to claim that the self-relation of

the knowing subject is a precarious starting point for philosophical

analysis. For like the authenticity which it may aspire to, the self-relation

of human subjectivity is a precarious reality. Mis-relation is as viable an

alternative as authentic relation even, and especially, for those who are

convinced that they have achieved the latter. The forms of despair and

alienation that plague the self-relation of human subjects are as

innumerable as are the means used to deny and otherwise escape this

12;urget'r Habermas, The Philosophical Discourse of Modernity, trans' Frederick

Lawrence (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, '1991), 296.

131utgen Habermas, Postmetaphysical Thinking, trans. William Hohengarten
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1995), 44. I w-ill offer a response to this chirn and its

resulting conclusion - that the philosophy of consciousness is exhausted - in the final

section of the paper.
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lived reality. Similarly, the arduous work of retrieving the spontaneity of
conscious life once abstract theorizing takes individual and cultural root is
not simply a lifelong but rather an epoch-long challenge. It is because the
self-relation of human subjectivity is such a precarious reality that the
retrieval of the existential subject that St. Amour rightly ascribes to
Kierkegaard is an ongoing task undertaken by many and achieved by
few.

Similarly, the spontaneity of conscious life is properly retained by
few because like existential reflection itself, the intentional exploration of
human consciousness is not without its corresponding trap. This trap
necessitates the expansion of the alienated subject I am proposing because
it is one to which proponents of banscendental method are susceptible.
More specificallp the heightening of consciousness that self-appropriation
requires can mistakenly lead us to identify more with the consciousness
we have of our selves than with the selves we are conscious of. For

although we commonly recognize that being self<onscious is the

condition for the possibility of being selves, we tend to neglect the related

and, in my view, even more penetrating, insight that being selves is at the
same time the condition for the possibility of being self<onscious. We
must be self-conscious in order to be selves, but we must also be ourselves
in order to be conscious of that which we are. Neglecting this latter

insight precludes the fuller reflection on the self as incarnate that fosters

authentic living and is therefore as much of a trap as neglecting
cognitional theory. This trap is set, moreover, by the fact that being a self
requires self-making in a way that being self-conscious does nol
Although it is true that we are responsible for our level of consciousness,
the consciousness we have of ourselves is not itself a result of self-making
in the same way that the self we are conscious of is. When we neglect the
selves we are conscious of, therefore, by identifying_more with the

consciousness we have of ourselves, we fall into the trrip of mistakenly
proceeding as if self-making is more a matter of heightening our
consciousness than of actually being the selves of which we are conscious.
Proceeding in this manner leads to alienation no less than brushing aside
the classical problems in the name of existential reflection because it leads
us to renounce authentic living and to even do so, ironically enougtg in
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the name of xlf-appropriation. That we might do so is ironic to a degree
that Kierkegaard would likely appreciate more keenly than Lonergan.

IMMANENCE AND TRANSCENDENCE

Alienation from authentic living takes many forms which are as
idiosyncratic and layered as subjectivity itself, but it always results from
some failure to meet the challenge self-making confronts us with:
producing the first and only edition of ourselves.la This challenge is
crystalized whery after having more and more to do with her/his own
becoming, the subject reaches a critical point in his increasing autonomy.
"It is reached when the subject finds out for himself that it is up to himself
to decide what he is to make of himself."15 Here we see the true
emergence of the person - we realize the need to make ourselves what
we are to be as selves and so the existential subject the subject with his
personal essence at stake, emerges as such. It is at this critical point "that
autonomy decides what autonomy is to be."16 And so it is ironic that the
advice we commonly receive during adolescence - what is perhaps the
most definitive point in our lives - is to just "be ourselves." Telling him
to be himself as if it were the simplest thing to do is the last thing the
adolescent wants to hear. Not only is what it means to be himself
precisely what the adolescent is trying to determine, but the existential
gravity of doing so, having realized that he himself is responsible for
deciding what he is to make of himself, is as daunting as it is definitive.

To say that this crossroads is definitive is to realize that alienatiory
no less than authenticity, emerges as a concrete possibility at this critical
point in out lives. Alienation becomes a possibility, and authenticity thus
becomes precarious, when we attempt to escape the fuller dimension of
human selfhood that emerges as the need for self-constitution is
existentially realized. Lonergan points out, for example, that the most
common means of escape is to assiduously erase self-consciousness:
"How much simpler to pour oneself out in 'worthwhile' external activity

l4lonergan, "The itbiect," 27 .
15lot"rgan, " Existenz and Aggiornamanto," 223.
l6lonergan, " Existenz and Aggiornamento," 224.
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and, if praise and blame must be administered, then administer them not
to oneself but to others."17 Walker Percy agrees and adds that this method
of avoidance invariably involves some measure of immanence.t6 By
immersing ourselves within the everyday, whether it be via consumerism
or some other form of absorptiorL we erase the consciousness we might
otherwise achieve regarding our selves. Thus, "the compliant role-player
and consumer and holder of a meaningless job, the anonymous 'one' -

German man - in a mass society, whether a backfence gossip or an
Archie Bunker beer-drinking TV-watcher."1e Such is the form the
alienated subject most oftren takes: the immanently truncated, or quotidian,
subject. The quotidian subject is the subject who is willing to erase his
consciousness of himself rather than face the existential realizations a
heightened awareness of himself would incur; and who is alienated from
himself as a result of his willingness to do so.

It is quite possible to move in the other direction with equal zeal,
however, and try to escape the existential challenge of self-constifution by
hypostasizing self-consciousness rather than erasing it. This strategy
serves the same purpose as immanence in that the challenge of authentic
self-making is avoided rather than embraced. Percy claims that
transcendence, every bit as much as immanence, is a common strategy of
escape.2o By surpassing our selves via a medley of transcendent
endeavors, such as science, art and, yes, even philosophy, we seemingly
escape the gravitational pull exerted by the selves of which we are
conscious. Rather than immersing ourselves in the everyday so as to erase
the consciousness we have of them, we transcend ourselves by engaging
in activities whictU by heightening our consciousness to the degree that it
becomes hypostasized, seemingly enable us to maintain an orbit above
the everyday world. "The pleasure of such transcendence derives not

lTBernard Lonergan, Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, ed. Frederick Crowe
and Robert Doran, vol. 3, Insight (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 192), 622.

l8walker Percy, Lost in the Cosmw: The Last Self-Help Book (New York: The Noonday
Press, L983), 113.

19Percy, Lost in the Cosmos, 113, emphasis-his. Kierkegaard agrees as well, adding
that it is impossible to describe the self thus erased, or ftnitized, outside of the comic.
Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death, 33 and 54.

20Percv, Lost in the Cosmos, 11g-26.
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from the recovery of self but from the loss of self ."21 The result is the
surpassing subject - the subject who is willing to hypostasize his
consciousness of himself rather than be the self of which he is conscious;
and who is also alienated from himself as a result of his willingness to do
so.

This latter form of escape is not unique in the sense that no less than
the quotidian subjecf the surpassing subject loses himself. But because the
surpassing subject does so according to the same means by which
Lonergan would have us appropriate ourselves - by heightening our
consciousness - it becomes necessary to expand Lonergan's account of
the alienated subject to include the surpassing subject. Although self-
appropriation involves the "bloody entrance" into the realm of theory,
those who have effected this crucial entrance might be more alienated
from authentic living than those who have not.22 Such is sadly the case
because the heightening of consciousness that characterizes self-
appropriation is precisely what surpassing subjects turn to in order to
escape the existential challenge of self-constitution. As Lonergan also
argues/ however, the best way to engage in the existential self-reflection
whereby such alienation is overcome is to open wide the doors to a
philosophy of concrete living in its historical unfolding. There is perhaps
no better way to open these all-important doors than to turn to literature,
whose characters are often concrete embodiments of human living in its
historical, as well as tragic and f or comic, unfolding.

REFLECTIONS IN THE FUNHOUSE

Because the challenge that leads to the surpassing subject is one that is
oftentimes most poignant for those facing it for the first time
adolescents - I will explore this form of alienation by turning to a work
of fiction that concerns just such an adolescenf John Barth's short story,
"Lost in the Funhouse."23 In Barth's story, a thirteen-year-old boy named

2lPercy, Lost in the Cosmos, 124. Again, Kierkegaard agrees, rcferring to the self thus
surpassed as having been oolatilized. Kierkegaard, The Sickness Llnto Death, 31.

22Lonergan, Method in Theology, 85.
23John Barttr, "Lost in the Funhouse ," in Lost in the Funhouse (New York: Anchor

Press, 1988), 72-97 .
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Ambrose travels with his family and a female neighbor to the beach on

Independence day. There is a sense of adult seriousness to Ambrose's

every move, which reveals that although he is caught within the throes of

puberty, this youngster is wise beyond his years. Barth tells us, "Ambrose
was 'at that awkward age.' His voice came out high-pitched as a child's if

he let himself get carried away; to be on the safe side, therefore, he moved

and spoke with deliberate calm and adult graaity.'24 Struggling as he is

through puberty, Ambrose feels it is crucial that he remain on the safe

side of who he is. He does so by relying on select strategies: "talking

soberly of unimportant or irrelevant matters and listening consciously to

the sound of your own voice are useful habits for maintaining control in

this difficult interval."2s And so the "safe side" of himself is his

consciousness, and what he geb "carried awat'' to, should he allow
himself, is the self of which his consciousness is conscious - the insecure

self who is overly concerned with what others think of him, the confused
self who is as athacted to girls as he is frightened by them, and the
awkward self who wears glasses and whose undeveloped body is going

through a number of increasingly embarrassing changes. Letting himself
get carried away must be avoided, therefore, because doing so reunites
Ambrose with the pubescent self from which his consciousness seemingly
insulates him - the self which. unlike his self-consciousness. is the unsafe
side of his existence.

Being the youngster he is, however, Ambrose faces situations that
not only encourage, but acfually require, getting carried away to the self
that even his self-consciousness does not enable him to completely evade.
"They were all standing before Fat May the laughing Lady who

advertised the funhouse. Larger than life Fat May mechanically shook,
rocked on her heels, slapped her thighs while recorded laughter -

uproarious, female - came amplified from a hidden loudspeaker. It
chuckled, wheezed, wep! hied in vain to catch ib breath; tittered,
groaned, exploded raucous and anew. You couldn't hear it without

laughing yourself, no matter how you felt.'26 You couldn't help laughing,

24Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 72, emphasis-his.
2sBarth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 72.
26Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 79.
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that is, unless you were a pubescent adolescent like Ambrose for whom

Fat May's invitation to laughter, just because it is an invitation to getting

carried away, is nothing short of a nighhnare. Speaking of Ambrose's

fifteen-year-old brother and the pretty fourteen-year-old neighbor

accompanying their family to the beactu Barth writes, "Peter suggested
then and there that they do the funhouse; he had been through it before,

so had Magda, Ambrose hadn't and suggested, his voice cracking on

account of Fat May's laughter, that they swim first."2z Though it buys him

some time, Ambrose's adult wisdom ultimately pales in comparison with

the sefassurance of the slightly older Peter and Magda, especially since

both have already been through the funhouse before. In fact, the mere

prospect of navigating the funhouse is enough to carry Ambrose back to
his awkward self with its cracking voice. Knowing he is not going to

escape his predicament Ambrose goes for broke: With incredible nerve

and to everyone's surprise he invited Magda, quietly and politely, to go

through the funhouse with him. "I warn you, lve never been through it

before," he added, laughing easily; "but I reckon we can manage

somehow."28 Despite surprising everyone else, Ambrose still needs to talk

himself into the funhouse because he knows that getting carried away to

the self his consciousness insulates him from will be anything but

amusing.
Speaking to himself more than to Magda, Ambrose weakly reminds

himself that the important thing to remember, after all, is that its meant to

be a funhortse; that is, a "place of amusemenf" and takes the plunge

entering the funhouse along with Peter and Magda.2e The ticket-womary
witchlike, mortifying him when he inadvertently gave her his name-coin

instead of the half-dollar, then unkindly calling Magda's attention to the

birth-mark on his temple: "Watch out for him, girlie, he's a marked

man!"30 Ambrose is marked indeed. He's the only pahon in the funhouse

for whom its very name is unsettling rather than titillating. And with

good reason, for "composure vanished at the first pitch: Peter hollered

27Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 80.
28Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 90, emphasis-his.
29Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," emphasis-his.
30Barth, "Lost in the Fulhouse," 92.
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joyously, Magda tumbled, shrieked, clutched her skir! Ambrose

scrambled crabwise, tight-lipped with terror . . . . Shame-faced he saw

that to get through expeditiously was not the poinl"31 Silent with terror

and shamed by his lack of awareness regarding the whole point of the

funhouse, Ambrose resists its comic offerings with still further

transcendence: "He took Magda's elbow to steady her against revolving

discs set in the slanted floor to throw your feet out from under, and

explained to her in a calm, deep voice his theory that each phase of the

funhouse was triggered either automatically, by a series of photoelectric

devices, or else manually by operators stationed at peepholes."32 Despite

his heightened and ingeniously manipulated self-consciousness/ Ambrose

still lacks a basic appreciation for what is designed to be a house of
getting carried away , and so of fun.

As such, Ambrose's experience within the funhouse is fated to be

tragic rather than comic. "Stepping from the treacherous passage at last

into the mirror-maze, he saw once agairy more clearly than ever, how

readily he deceived himself into supposing he was a person. He even

foresaw, wincing at his dreadful self-knowledge that he would repeat the

deceptiory at ever-rarer intervals, all his wrekhed life, so fearful were the

alternatives. Fame, madness, suicide; perhaps all three."33 Ambrose finds

himself wincing in the mirror-maze because it pierces him with the

devastating truth that far from enabling him to do so in a safe manner, his

self<onsciousness is itself what prevents him from being a self at alMt is

his very attrempt to be the consciousness he has of himself rather than the

self he is conscious of that tragically prevents young Ambrose from being

a self. If Barth's story were a comic as opposed to a tragic one, Ambrose's

self-knowledge might be shared with another person/ perhaps with

another lost youngster who avoids self<onsciousness as assiduously as

Ambrose pursues iC but who would likely be enough of a comedian to

say "good to know we both got it wrong" as he continues along the maze

in the direction his own little vortex of despair takes him. The solitary
nature of Ambrose's realization portends an altogether different ending to

3l-Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 92.

32Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 93.
33Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 93.
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Barth's story, however. "As he wondered at the endless replication of his
image in the mirrors . . . . as he /osf himxlf in the reflection that the necessity
for an observer makes perfect ohservation impossible . . . . he heard Peter
and Magda chuckling somewhere together in the maze.3a While Peter and
Magda chuckle Ambrose remains hagically lost among his own
reflections. "He stood quiefly while the two young people giggled and
thumped through the glittering maze/ hurraKd their discovery of its exit,
cried out in joyful alarm at what next beset them. Then he set his mouth
and followed after, as he supposed, took a wrong turry strayed into the
pass whrein he lingers yet."35 Unlike Peter and Magda and the other fun-
lovers for whom the funhouse is fury Ambrose lingers in what tragically
remains a place of fear and confusion for him.

IN FLIGHT FROM THE SELF

Why does Ambrose remain losf however, once he has the realization
whictt, precisely because it reveals his sefdeception, would seemingly
empower him to find his way out of the mirror-maze? Despite its having
so contributed to the dilemma he has identified, Ambrose seeks
immediate refuge within his self-consciousness and so responds to his
dilemma with additional transcendence. Rather than embrace the comic
dimension of his admittedly devastating realization, Ambrose insulates
himself from the dreadful self-knowledge the funhouse offers by accusing
its designer of lacking the requisite knowledge of funhouse design. "He
envisions a huly astonishing funhouse, incredibly complex yet utterly
controlled from a great central switchboard like the console of a pipe
organ. Nobody had enough imagination. He could design such a place
himself, wiring and all, and he's onlv thirteen years old. He would be its
operator: panel lights would show what was up in every cranny of its
cunning of its multifarious vastness ."36 Even though he is lost in a
funhouse whose desigO far from lacking imagination, has him beat,
Ambrose surpasses his all-too-tragic self by becoming a designer of

34Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 94, emphasis-his.
35Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 95, emphasis-his.
36Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 97.
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funhouses himself, thus avoiding the all-too<omic experience of getting
lost in another funhouse. Doing so is an illusory escape, however, that
leaves Ambrose with a future which is fated to be as desperate as it is
tragic. "He wishes he had never entered the funhouse. But he has. Then
he wishes he were dead. But he's not Therefore he will construct
funhouses for others and be their secret operator - though he would
rather be among the lovers for whom funhouses are designed."37 And so
the comic illusions funhouses employ in order to confuse their patrons
ultimately pale in comparison to the tragic illusions Ambrose is willing to
believe so as to avoid being the self that not even his self-consciousness
enables him to evade. Though he possesses a vivid imagination that
seemingly provides a way out of his dilemma, Ambrose is possessed by a
desire to control, which prevenb him from realizing that the imagination
needed for funhouse design is a comic, as opposed to a tragic, one. He is
as misled by the fantasy of control as he is by the illusions of
transcendence. Rather than being among the fun-loving lovers for whom
funhouses are designed, young Ambrose is fated to be a transcending
funhouse designer who, although he might secretly control everything in
the funhouses he designs, tragically lacks the authenticity to step foot in
any one of them himself.

Although Ambrose evokes our pity in that he is as befuddled by
adolescence as he is lost in the funhouse, he simultaneously evokes our
fear since we realize that his loss is no less self-inflicted, and thus tragic,
than Oedipus' loss of Thebes. The irony that makes Ambrose's hagedy
even more poignant is that he is never more lost in the funhouse than
when he decides to become a funhouse designer. Though he remains
literally lost in the mirror-maze as the story ends, he is metaphorically lost
to a greater degree because far from inspiring himto act on the dreadful
self-knowledge they hold, the mirrors lead Ambrose to further alienate,
and thus lose, himself in reflection. What makes mirror-mazes so much
fun for most people is just what makes them so very dreadful for
Ambrose. Surrounded by mirrors, he is lost among reflections of himself
and doesn't know which way to furn. Rather than prompting a good
laugtv this experience leads Ambrose to recognize how tragically

3TBartlu "Lost in the Funhouse," 97.
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alienated he is from himself. Of all things, mirrors reveal how readily he

deceives himself into supposing he is a persory because unlike most

people Ambrose uses reflection, and more specifically self-consciousness,

to surpass himself. Whereas other people find the experience of getting

lost among their own reflections unusual, and so furt, doing so is how

Ambrose goes about being, and thus alienating, himself all the time. He

regularly and purposefully does to himself precisely what the mirrors do

to him, and so far from leading him to chuckle, the mirrors lead Ambrose

to wince in pain, a pain not unlike that felt by Oedipus when the identity

of the stranger on the road becomes clear. Like Oedipus, the pain

Ambrose feels is infinitely worse because the wound behind it is a self-

inflicted one. Ambrose strives to be his self-consciousness rather than

being the self of which he is conscious, and thereby tragically alienates,

rather than authentically constitutes, himself.

His decision to become a funhouse designer is a definitive one in a

long sbing of inauthentic choices that perpetuate this hagic hend and that

thereby ensure that Ambrose might design and control, but will never

have fun in, funhouses. Even Ambrose can foresee that he will have to

repeat his already habifual self-deception at ever-rarer intervals

throughout the rest of what will become a wretched life because the

alternative will become more and more frightening, and so more and

more unapproachable. Neither fame, madness, or suicide are this crucial

alternative, however; they are the by-products of not facing what is the

even more frightening alternative for Ambrose: being the self his self-

consciousness alone cannot authentically constitute. The specific course

this future will take is painfully apparent to Ambrose, even at the age of

thirteen: he will become the world's greatest funhouse designer. Although

incredibly complex, his funhouses will be "utterly controlled" by him to

the point that "a switch-flick would ease this fellow's way, complicate

that's, to balance things ou! if anyone seemed lost or frightened, all the

operator had to do was."38 Was what? What would he do in such a case?

The tragic answer is not only that Ambrose still doesn't know, but that he

will not know, even once he has designed the most perfect funhouse the

world has ever seen. For "even the designer and operator have forgotten

38Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 97.
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this other part, that winds around on itself like a whelk shell."3e
Theparthe has already forgotten as he imagines his futureasa
designer is his self the part that winds around behind self-
consciousness, and which is as necessary as it is vulnerable. Although his
self-deception will have to be repeated at rarer intervals because as his
self-consciousness constitutes more and more of his identity there will be
less and less of a self there to be deceived, Ambrose cannot fully erase his
self without simultaneously erasing his self-consciousness. He must be a
self in order to be sef<onscious. Short of doing away with his self - itself
one of the possibilities he foresees - Ambrose will secretly operate
perfecfly designed funhouses for others who are authentic enough to go
through them chuckling. "There was some simple, radical difference
about him; he hoped it was genius, feared it was madness, devoted
himself to amiability and inconspicuousness."ao Ambrose is, as he hopes,
radically different due to his genius, but it is the genius of tragic madness.

THE INESCAPABILITY OF SELF-RELATION

Ambrose's attempt to resolve the existential challenge of self-constitution
by hypostasizing his consciousness in this manner is tragic because it is
informed by a flawed understanding of human self-consciousness. Since
the consciousness he has of himself seemingly enables him to evade the
self of which he is conscious, Ambrose assumes that self-consciousness is
fundamentally *pmatioe, as opposed to unitioe, in character. Far from
merely separating us from the selves we are conscious of, however, self-
consciousness also crucially unites us with the selves we are conscious of
and in so doing reveals a unique and inescapable relationship we all have
with ourselves. We are conscious of, and thus in relation to, the selves we
are conscious of; and we are the selves we are conscious of, and so in
relation to, the consciousness we have of ourselves. Neither our
consciousness nor the selves we are conscious of exhaust the reality of
human selfhood. We are neither the consciousness we have of ourselves,
nor are we the selves we are conscious of, because we are both at one and

39Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 83.
aoSarth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 89.
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the same time. As selves, we relate to our consciousness of ourselves; as

conscious, we relate to the selves we are conscious of. Doing both at the

same time is what it means to be in the unique relationship we term

selfhood. It is, therefore, as impossible for us to escape the selves we are

conscious of being as it is to escape being the consciousness we have of

ourselves.4l It is impossible to do either because we are the relationship

between the two - as selves, we are fundamentally constituted as such.

In order to be self-conscious we must be the selves we are conscious of,

and in order to be selves, we must be self-conscious. Being a self is at one

and the same time the condition for the possibility of, and the very

condition made possible by, self-consciousness.
Although he clearly uses the huth that he must be self-conscious in

order to be a self to his advantage, Ambrose's tragic story decidedly

underscores the huth that he must also be the self of which he is

conscious in order to be self-conscious. Such is the case because even if his

ingeniously manipulated self-consciousness separates him from the self

he is conscious of, it is undeniably true that it also unites Ambrose, even if

for the briefest of momenb, with the hagically alienated self he huly is.

Until he devises the response of becoming a funhouse designer, Ambrose

is literally face-to-face with his tragically alienated self. Although it lasts

for only the briefest of moments, this encounter between Ambrose as self-

conscious, and as the self of which he is conscious, crucially highlights not

only the existence, but also the power, of the unitive dimension of self-

consciousness. In this brief moment as his consciousness unites him with

the hagically alienated self he normally uses the separative dimension of

self<onsciousness to avoid, Ambrose gains self-knowledge that is

devastating and thus powerful, enough to alter the entire course his life

will take. Not only is it possible for the consciousness he has of himself to

unite him with the self of which he conscious, but this unitive dimension

is powerful enough to definitively inform the decisions Ambrose makes.

To deny this dimension of self<onsciousness is therefore as mistaken as to

4lselrres are, as Kierkegaard so eloquently shows, the relation that relates itseU to
itself, and thus "a person camot rid himself of the relation to hjmseU any more than he
can rid himself of his self, whiclu after all, is one and the same thing, since the self is the
relation to oneseU." Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death, "17.
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deny ib ability to inform our decisions regarding the self-knowledge it
makes available to us.

Not only is the dreadful self-knowledge Ambrose gains made
available to him by the unitive dimension of self<onsciousness, this
dimension plays an even more profound, if not tragic, role in his self-
constitution than it might seem. For the reason Ambrose turns to the
separative dimension of self-consciousness to surpass himself is precisely
because the unitive aspect of self-consciousness makes his tragically
alienated self all-too-available to Ambrose in the first place. He becomes
conscious of himself in a way that does not at all separate him from, but
rather unites him wittu the tragically alienated self he is before Ambrose
decides to surpass it via the transcendence of funhouse design.a2 He
adopts this surpassing vocation only after his consciousness briefly unites
him with the bagically alienated self which devastates Ambrose with the
dreadful self-knowledge that he is thus alienated. In this sense, the
unitive dimension of self-consciousness is even more profound than its
separative dimension. Inasmuch as it brings him face-to-face with the
tragically alienated self he truly is, Ambrose's unitive consciousness of
himself deepens his lived experience as a self to a degree that no amount
of separation can ever fully erase. Although in his case it is an all-too-
painful deepening, it is one whictU if taken to heart, whether comically or
spiritually, would portend an altogether more authentic future for young
Ambrose.

THE PRIMACY OF THE EXISTENTIAL

The narrator of Barth's story, who is as self<onscious a narrator as
Ambrose is a teenager, tells us that "one reason for not writing a lost-in-
the-funhouse story is that either everybody's felt what Ambrose feels, in
which case it goes without saying, or else no normal person feels such
things, in which case Ambrose is a freak."43 It is important to keep in
mind, thouglU that surpassing subjects are no more freakish than

42such is the tragic genesis of Ambrose's unique formof misrelafion, or despair,
which Kierkegaard refers to as inclosing resmte. Kierkegaard, The Sickness Llnto Death, 17
and 63.

43Barth, "Lost in the Funhouse," 91.
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quotidian ones. Both are alienated from themselves in potentially hagic

ways, but their forms of alienation are understandable, if not unfortunate,

responses to the existential challenge self-consdtution poses. We can all

relate to Ambrose inasmuch as we have all faced this challenge, especially

in ib most poignant moments during adolescence, and have since

responded. His lost-in-the-funhouse story does not go without saying,

however, especially from a Lonerganian perspective, because it reveals

that self-constitution by way of hanscendence can be every bit as

alienating as by way of immanence. Just as the quotidian subject loses his

self-consciousness by immersing himself within the everyday, the

surpassing subject loses his self by hanscending it via his self-

consciousness. Neither response to the challenge of making ourselves

what we are to be as selves is authentic because both overvalue the

separative aspect of self-consciousness, thereby minimizing its unitive

character. In fact, both the quotidian and surpassing subject respond as

they do precisely in order to escape the truth that self-consciousness

properly unites us with the selves we inescapably are, and are

inescapably conscious of being.a And so the attempt to escape either facet

of selfhood is hagic insofar as it is impossible and inauthentic inasmuch

as it is self-alienating.
The Subject ends with the alienated subject rather than the existential

subject because Lonergan wants to guard against the misappropriation of

the existential subject whose primacy he establishes. The primacy of the

existential is not the primacy of results, nor is it even the primacy of

willing over knowing; it is the primacy of consciously making ourselves

what we are to be as selves over raising our level of consciousness in

terms of our knowing alone. Doing the latter is not equivalent to doing

the former because self-constifution is a matter, not of knowing, nor even

of doing, but rather of doing informed by knowing. The four levels of

human consciousness are united, and not merely separate, for this very

reason. It is precisely because the higher levels cannot properly function

except in conjunction with the lower levels that the higher levels complete

the lower ones by preserving as well as resolving them. Rational self-

44Thus, "generally speaking, consciousness-that is, self-consciousness-is dec.isive
with regard to the self." Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death, 29.
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consciousness goes well beyond rational consciousness, but is rational
only insofar as it retains the previous three levels it completes in the
process. Therefore Lonergan's assertion that human consciousness
emerges at its fullest at the fourth level of rational self-consciousness
cannot mean that the existential subject should disregard the first three
levels in the name of existential self<onstifution.as Just because the levels
of consciousness are united as well as separate, the attempt to disregard
questions pertaining to knowing in favor of those pertaining to doing
does not reflect the primacy of the existential but is rather a crude
distortion of it Thus the alienated subject is an inauthentic subject who,
even when he atbmpts to establish authenticity as the guiding ideal of
existentialism, is still ironically neglecting that which he seeks to
authenticate. The alienated subject reminds us that when the functional
interdependence of the existential and the rational is obscured, the
primacy of the existential is misappropriated. The primacy of the
existential is the primacy of concrete human living in its historical self-
unfolding, a self-unfolding whictg unless it forms a unity with the three
levels of human consciousness that precede it, is inauthentic.

The surpassing subject is a crucial addendum to the alienated subject
because it reminds us that the primacy of the existential is also
misappropriated when we use our self-consciousness to escape being the
selves of which we are conscious. Just as the levels of human
consciousness are distinct such that it is possible to separate one level
from the other, our consciousness of ourselves and the selves we are
conscious of are separate to the degree that we can distinguish one from
the other. Nonetheless, the four levels of consciousness are simulta-
neously interrelated to the degree that we cannot adequately appropriate
ourselves unless we appropriate ourselves as the unity these levels form
when taken together.a6 Similarly, the consciousness we have of ourselves
and the selves of which we are conscious are interrelated to the degree
that it is impossible to adequately appropriate ourselves without
appropriating the selves of which we are conscious, and not simply, or
primarily, the consciousness we have of ourselves. Because this self is

4slonergan, "Tlte Sub1ect," 79-86.
46lonergan, Method in Theotogy, 265.
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given in consciousness, and because self-appropriation is the indirect

process in which we heighten our consciousness, it is tempting to

approach self-appropriation in terms of raising our consciousness of

ourselves rather than in terms of being the selves of which we are

conscious. Insofar as the latter necessarily involves the former in order for

self-appropriation to be adequate, the existential subject who casually

brushes aside cognitional theory, epistemology/ or metaphysics in the

name of authenticity is an inauthentic, and therefore alienated, subject.

Because consciousness-raising can itself be used to escape the

existential challenge posed by self-constifutioru however, the surpassing
subject is a hap to which practitioners of transcendental method are

equally susceptible. No less than the existentialist Kierkegaard who does

not completely evade the problem of the alienated subject due to his never

having adequately integrated existential with cognitional subjectivity,

Lonergan's intellecfualist existentialism does not completely evade this

problem either. It is, ironically enough, possible to lose ourselves in the

very attempt to appropriate them, if we appropriate our consciousness of

ourselves rather than the selves of which we are conscious. Doing so is

more tempting than not given the fact that the heightening of

consciousness Lonergan encourages us to engage in is as intellectualist as

it is existential. Thus what Kierkegaard considers the greatest hazard of

all - losing the self - can unforfunately occur, even in the very midst of

self-appropriation, and do so quietly enough to make it seem as if nothing

happened. Losing our selves in this way is as ironic as Ambrose's losing

himself in the funhouse is hagic. Never the ironist, Lonergan does not

completely evade the problem of the alienated subject because although he

carefully guards against the existentialist who would renounce the first

three levels in the name of authenticity, Lonergan does not anticipate the

equally alienated intellectualist whose inadequate appropriation of these

same levels with regard to the self of which he is conscious can just as

easily inauthenticate his existential self-appropriation. When his

treatment of the alienated subject is expanded to include the hap of the

surpassing subject, however, it results in a more authentic, and so

adequate, account of existential self-appropriation, an account made
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possible, ironically enougtu by the primacy of the existential that
Lonergan himself establishes.

AN INESCAPABLY PRECARIOUS REALITY

Just as the transition from the neglected and truncated subject to self-
appropriation is a matt'er of conversion, the transition from rational

consciousness to rational self-consciousness is a personal philosophic

experience.aT Our consciousness emerges at its fullest at this crucial
juncture, however, only if it unites us with the selves of which we are
conscious - the selves whose existential constifution is from that moment
forth a historical self-unfolding that is as inescapable as it is precarious. It
is for this reason that each of us must go beyond merely being conscious
of ourselves as practitioners of transcendental method to being the selves
who can be as existentially engaged ir this radical process as we are by
the mysteries which awaken it. Doing so requires letting ourselves get
carried away to the vulnerable selves of which we are conscious,
regardless of how tragic and/or comic they may be. Being authentic,
rather than alienated, existential subjects demands nothing less of us. That
we can do so means that the philosophy of consciousness, although
hypostasisized by some thinkers, is not for that reason alone exhausted.
Such is the case because the self-relation of the subject as subject that lies
at the very heart of Lonergan's philosophical anthropology is both a
precarious and an inescapable reality. Habermas is right to remind us that
the self-relation of human subjectivity, and so the philosophy of
consciousness/ are precarious. Both are for this reason in perpefual
jeopardy of falling prey to the alienation of mis-relation. Jeopardy and
exhaustion are not the same, however. The reason the philosophy of
consciousness is not exhausted is because the self-relation of the subject as
subject is an inescapable relationship. Human subjectivity thus remains as
inescapably vulnerable to authenticity as it is to alienation. Although this
is an admittedly precarious state, it is nonetheless our inescapable lot in
life as self-relating human subjects.

4TLonergan, "The Stb1ect," 79.
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The reason Habermas concludes that the philosophy of conscious-
ness is exhausted is because he mistakenly assumes that wheneaer we as
knowing subjects turn back upon ourselves, we do so in order to "lay

hold of ourselves as objects." Although such is often, and throughout the
history of philosophy has ofteru been the case, the spontaneity of

conscious life need not withdraw from our self-reflections anymore than
the philosophy of consciousness need be exhausted simply because it is

often, and through the history of philosophy, has ofter! been
hypostasisized. The most significant of Lonergan's numerous break-
throughs in my mind - his breakthrough to the subject as subject - is

such inasmuch as it reveals that precisely because we can and do access
ourselves as subjects, self-consciousness is indeed an original phenom-

enon from which the spontaneity of conscious life need not withdraw.

The very notion of the subject as object Habermas alludes to is, Lonergan

argues, ibelf possible only because an even more original form of
presence is available to us. We must first be present to ourselves as

subjects in order for anything (including ourselves conceived of as

objects) to be present to us. The spontaneity of conscious life is thereby

ensured by the subject as subject - the original reality that serves as the

condition for the possibility of the subject as object. This lived reality is as

threatened by the purported demise of the philosophy of consciousness as
it is by the surpassing subject. Such is the case because like the notion of
the subject as object which Habermas uses to support it, the conclusion
that the philosophy of consciousness is exhausted results from a
misappropriation of human subjectivity, and more specifically, from a

mis-relation between self-consciousness and the self of which it is

conscious. Far from precluding the existential self-reflection that properly

retains the spontaneity of conscious life and thereby makes authentic

selfhood possible, self-consciousness radically unites us with the selves
we are conscious of in a way that deepens our lived experience as selves,
and thus renders the self-relation of human subjectivity less precarious.48

48I would like to thank Jerry Miller and J. P Shortall for their inspiration,
encouragement, and advice regarding earlier drafts of this article.
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CAN WE THEMATIZE MYSTICISM?
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HILE CLAIMING THAT their experience is ineffable, many
mystics have talked about it. Some of them, such as Teresa of

]esus and John of the Cross, have even written hundreds of
pages describing analyzing and situating that experience. However, the
vast majority of them have remained content to live with this paradox -

speaking about the unspeakable - either unwilling to discuss it or
incapable of explaining it intellectually.

Let us note the fact that mysticism is not a blank state of mind, a
blackout, or a passing out. Mysticisrn involves consciousness and
awareness. If nystical experience were not a conscious event no human
being would have ever talked about it. If it could not be recalled, no one
would have been able to consider it as distinct from our common sense/
scientific, or artistic endeavors. But if you regard mysticism as something
different from those endeavors, then you make a statement that conveys a
content, namely, a minimum of knowledge. It follows that mysticism is
not entirely unknowable. Mystical consciousness is a kind of knowing
which our memory can store and which our intellecfual curiosity may
want to understand. And yet it is a peculiar sort of knowing a strange
form of understanding, a higher wisdom, which seems to defy linguistic
enunciation. As Thomas Merton puts it, "the mystical theologian faces the
problem of saying what cannot really be said."l

lThomas Merton" foreword The Mysticism of thc Ctoud of Unknowing: A Modern
lntupretation, by William Johnston (2d ed., St. Metuuad, IN: Abbey press, 1925), viii.

@ 2003 Louis Rov, O. P. 47
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As a result it is far from obvious that mysticism can be successfully

brought to speech. Perhaps it is impossible to test the validity of religious

accounts, which are shaped by preconceptions and thus do not escape the
subjectivistic idiosyncrasies of individual mystics as well as of their par-
ticular haditions. Perhaps it is impossible to distinguish between
adequate and inadequate expressions.

In order to unravel this issue, I propose that we successively tackle

six questions. First, among the available formulations of mystical

experience, would it be helpful to distinguish two basic genres? Second,

can we track the consequences of the various epistemologies operative in

the study of mysticism? Third, what does the realm of mystical

consciousness consist in? Fourth, what are the principal modern views on
ineffability? Fifth, can mvsticism be articulated? And sixth, if so, to what

extent?

1. ExpRrssloNs oF MysncAL ExPERIENCE

When we take cognizance of the vast amount of mystical literature across
human culfures, we notice that mystical consciousness is enunciable in

some way. Even prior to any elaborate expression, there is a minimum

that is always asserted. This minimum consists in the affirmation that

mysticism is different from other, more familiar, kinds of consciousness:
commonsense, artistic, scientific, historical, psychological, or philosoph-
ical.

A person may go farther than this bare minimum and begin to

describe the mystical experience, as one confides in a friend or in a
psychologisl2 Those who are at ease with symbols may evoke a

hanscendent experience in a poem, a story, a play, a dance, a musical

piece, a painting, a sculpfure, a temple endowed with architectural

2As is well-knowrL Teresa of Avila was requested by her spiritual counselors to
write an extended and detailed report of her spiritual journey. More recently, the
psychiatrist Karlfried Graf Diirckhein used to encourage his patients to talk about what
he called their "experiences of Being." See Louis Roy, Le sentimett de transcendance,
experience de Dieu? (Paris: Cerf, 20fl0), 14, 31., 129-30.
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expressiveness, and so forth.3 Those who are concerned with dogmatic
orthodoxy may sort out norms derived from their own religious hadition
in order to confirm the truth of mystical experiences. Those who enjoy
pursuing questions in a logical fashion may try to analyze the elements of
mystical experience, subdivide it into phenomenological $pes, employ
hermeneutical tools to disclose its meaning, or have recourse to
epistemology so as to appraise its objective validity.

These various expressions fall into two basic genres. First oral or
written descriptions of experiences, which may display a definite literary
beauty, or works of art that purport to convey the sense of the divine.
And second, literary, historical, doctrinal, philosophical, or theological
discussions of mystical texts or phenomena.

The first genre - the symbolic - conveys meaning by having
recourse to images, comparisons, metaphors, and analogies, along with
concrete evenb, details, circumstancet and allusions. Although it often
possesses a general scope/ symbolic meaning is embodied in the
particular. The validity of these concrete forms of expression can be
determined thanks to the traditional criteria for discernment, with which
spirifual guides are conversanl

By contrast the second genre - the systematic - which is theoret-
ical, aims at direcfly presenting the universal and does so by defining a
set of organically related concepts. This is what I will call thematization,
that is, objectificatiory methodical knowledge explanatory account
Assessing its desirability is the principal issue I want to take on in this
essay. The complex theological status of the functional specialty that
Lonergan calls "dochines" will not be tackled in this article, which will
remain within the limib of the philosophy of religion. If I understand
"doctrines" correctly, it partakes of some characteristics of the symbolic
and of some characteristics of the systematic, and thus plays the role of a
transition between foundations and systematics.a

3See Bernard J. F. Lonergan, Method in Theotogy (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1992), 278: "artistically differentiated consciousness, especially if joined to
religious sensibility, heightens religious expression."

4Method in Theology, 295-gg, 9M4&
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2. THE CoNSEeuENcEs oF VARIous Eprsrrvolocms
w rsr Sruov or Mysrrcrsv

In the scholarly world of studies on mysticism, we find, either explicitly
or implicitly, three fundamental views: naive realism, idealism, and
critical realism.s Those in the first camp (who, of course, usually do not

see themselves as naive!) consider perception to be the paradigm of
knowledge. They construe mystical experience not as sense perceptioo
but as some sort of inner perceptiory immune from any interpretation. For
them, the reality of mystical experience can be affirmed to the extent that
it satisfies conditions similar to those found in sense perception. As an
intellecfual effort to confirm this authoritativeness, thematization merely

consists in showing that it resembles sense perception.6
Partisans of the second camp accept the Kantian assertion that

knowledge is intrinsically shaped by space and time as well as by the
essential categories of human understanding. According to them, the
reality of religious experience is the noumenon, which remains outside the
forms of infuition and categories of understanding and is, therefore,
inaccessible and radically unknowable. For instance, Rudolf Otto extols
what he calls the shictly ineffable "numinous," and he drastically
undervalues religious language, whose role is limited simply to evoke the

unknown numinous. Yet, in an effort to avoid exheme idealism, he

adopts a certain perceptualism as he speaks of a faculty that perceives the
numinous.T Friedrich Schleiermacher offers the same contradictory blend

of idealism and perceptualism, although he avoids the mistake of

sThese categories come trom Insight: A Study of Human lJnderstanding, Collected
Works of Bernard Lonergan, vol. 3 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992). A very
helpful application of those categories to the field of mystical theory is made by James
Robertson Price III, "The Objectivity of Mystical Truth Claims," The Thomist 49 (1985):
81-98.

6This position is exemplified in William J. Wainwright, Mysticism: A Study of lts
Nature, Cognitioe Value and Moral Implications (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
1981) and by William P. Alstoru Perceiaing God: The Epistemology of Religious Experience
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 199L). On the former, see Roy, "Wainwright,
Maritain, and Aquinas on Transcendent Experiences," The Thomist 54 (1990): 655-72.

7On Otto, see Louis Roy, Transcetdrnt Expuiences: Phetomenology and Critique
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001), ch. 7.
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postulating in us a distinctive faculty for the divine.s Similarly, Karl
Rahner considerably diminishes human knowing as he contends that the
divine mystery will tre unknown to us even in the beatific vision.e

The adherents of these two fundamental positions share something
in common: concepfualism. Concepfualism means some sort of automatic
imposition of concepts onto experience, without the mediation of
inquiries or direct or reflective insights. For concepfualists there is no
emmanatio intelligibilis. It is almost a mechanical operatiory by which we
organize our obscurely pregiven thoughts.l0 If you transfer this
epistemological stance to mysticism - a transfer that strict empiricists
would disapprove of, but that naive realisb and some Kantians would
approve of - then the divine is reduced to what is religiously experi-
enced, while confessional doctrines are valid only inasmuch as they
reflect religious experience. Moreover, dogmas are likely to be down-
played as the results of a process of abstraction that presumably
impoverishes the vivid direct contact with the mystery. In this framework
there can hardly be a conceptual knowledge of religious reality that one
would have good reasons to hold as true.

The third fundamental position is critical realism, grounded in the
self-knowledge that nakes adequate cognitional theory possible. What
becomes of the concept in this epistemological account? The concept is the
product of previous abstractioru which disregards many irrelevant aspecb
in the data and singles out the important elements for a possible answer
to a specific question.ll You get an insight when you detect the significant

SSee Louis Roy, "schleiennacher's Epistemology," METHOD: lournal of Lonergan
Studies 16 (1998): 2546.

9see Louis Roy, "Rahner's Epistemology and Its Implications for Theolo gyi' n
Lonergan Workshop, ed. Fred Lawrence, vol. 18 (Chestnut Hill, MA: Boston College,
2003).

\%ee Verbum: Word and Idea in Aquina+ Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, vol.
2 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992) and Roy, "Rahner's Epistemology."

lllnsight, 55. In his L868 paper entitled "On a New List of Categories," g5, Charles
Sanders Peirce writes that "abshaction" which he also calls "prescisiory" requires
"attention to one element and neglect of the othel' (Peirce's italics). See The Essential
Peirce: Selecteil Philosophical Writings, ed. Nathan Houser and Christian Kloesel
(Bloomington and Indianapolis: lndiana University Press, 19q2-1995), vol. 1
(7867-7893), 2.
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point that sheds light on an issue. Conceptualization follows insight as an

elaboration of the relations grasped in the act of understanding. Far from

being impoverishing, abstraction, insight and concepfualization are

enriching. In this intellectually vibrant context, thematization of mysti-

cism can play a useful role, as we shall see.

3. Mvsncal ColsclousrvEss AS A Rrarrrr oF HUMAN Expnnrsucr

Nonetheless, even a sound cognitional theory does not guarantee that we

can effectively reflect upon mysticism. We must take into consideration

mysticism's peculiar nafure and honestly determine whether it is

amenable to any form of objective study. So we still have to come to grips

with additional questions, such as: Can we identify a domain for

mysticism within the range of human experience? Or, to put it in a more

provocative manner: what is it that we are either forbidden or permitted

to talk about? Is it possible to outline the "whaf' of mysticism? Is there a

particular field that encompasses mystical events, experiences, or objects?

Is mysticism a specific area within the overall spechum of the knowable?

Or does the originality of mysticism rather reside in the fact that it is not a

part of ordinary human knowledge?
Bernard Lonergan distinguishes four realms of meaning: common

sense, theory, interiority, and hanscendence.l2 Each of them corresponds

to a specific mode of conscious and intentional operation. What gives rise

to each basic mode of operation is an exigence, or a goal. So the goal of

common sense is to act appropriately in our world of everyday

interactions; the goal of theory is to relate systematically aspects of the

known reality; the goal of interiority is self-knowledge; and the goal of

transcendence is to respond to the offer of unrestricted love and meaning.

In the first two realms, we deal with objects, which are perceived as

sense data, understood in insights, verified in judgments of fact, and

affirmed in judgments of value. Such realities are either encountered (in

l2Method in Theology, 81-85, ?f7, 265-66; at 272-73. Lonergan adds two other realms
of meaning, namely, scholarship and art: both use the language of common sense to
pursue distinchve goals.
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the realm of comnon sense/ namely, in the rcbenswelt, the "lived world"
of concrete feelings, apprehensions, decisions, and actions), or system-
atically interconnected by our mind (in the realm of theory, that is, in all
the sciences, natural and social, as well as philosophy and theology).

In contrast to the first two realms, the other two realms deal, not
with sense data, but with the data of human consciousness. Thus the third
exigence - self-knowledge - opens up the realm of interiority, in which
we identify our recurrent conscious acts and states. And the fourth
exigence - adopting a stance with regard to what absolutely transcends
us - ushers us into "the cloud of unknowitrg."T3 In this fourth realm - a
second type of interiority - we are concerned with conscious states that
are at the same time analogous to and different from the ordinary
conscious states found in the first interiority and analyzed by cognitional
theory.

This twofold self-knowledge (acquired in the first and in the second
interiority) is based on a direct attientiveness to the data of our
consciousness. The first two realms are characterized by the mediation
(that is, interpretation) of immediate sense data, whereas the other two
realms stem from the mediation of immediate consciousness itself. Each of
these latter realms - interiority and transcendence - involves a certain
kind of immediacy, prior to becoming explicitly thematized.l+ The
awareness of that immediacy entails a shift to a new key, to which
common sense and theory have no access.

To describe the fourth realm of meaning, Lonergan uses words such
as "transcendence," "religious experience," and ,,religious interiorily.,ts
In light of this latter designatioru I have called it the second interiority, to
indicate that it underlies our subjectivity, namely, our first interiority. Let
us also notice that by "transcendence," Lonergan means neither the

.^ 
73The 

_cloud of lJnknowing anil the Book of pitry Counseling, ed.. william Johnston(Garden city, NY: Doubleday, 1973). Notice the references ti rhe cloud rn Method in
Theology, n, 26f., 342.

- 
14For an amplification of Lonergan's notion of ,,med.iated immediacy,,, with

references to Method in Theology and lnsight, see Transcefu lent Expriuces, l3T-39 and 77G
78.

18ee Method in Theology, 105-07 , 2(f,, 290; correspondingly, the third rearrn is called
"other interiority" (26).
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Transcendent (God) nor other instances of self-transcendence. For him,

the realm of banscendence designates full self-transcendence, where the

"being in love with God" constitutes "the basic fulfilment of our

conscious intentionality."l6
Moreover, for Lonergan, religious experience consists in "a conscious

dynamic state of love, joy, peace," which "is conscious without being

known."17 This definition of religious experience (which typifies the

realm of hanscendence) refers to a human state that in itself is not known.

However, following Bernard McGinn's remark that the term

"consciousness" is a more precise category than "experience," I propose

that we rather speak of "mystical consciousness."lS

McGinn considers Christian mysticism in its primary sense as "an

immediate consciousness of the presence of God" but also highlights the

importance of obsenring its interconnectedness with the rest of human

experience, as he writes: "everything that leads up to and prepares for

this encounter [between God and the human], as well as all that flows

from or is supposed to flow from it for the life of the individual in the

belief community, is also mystical, even if in a secondary sense." He adds,
,,the mystical element in Christianity is that part of its belief and practices

that concerns the preparation for, the consciousness of, and the reaction to

what can be described as the immediate or direct presence of God."1e

ln light of McGinn's suggestions, I propose a distinction between

mysticism and mystical consciousness.20 The latter is the "religious

experience" (in Lonergan's vocabulary) that makes up the core of the

realm of transcendence. The former covers more ground: it includes not

only mystical consciousness but also the set of meanings and values that

come both before and after mystical consciousness. As construed by its

l6Method in Theology , 105; see 342 " Snch an orientation [to tralscendent mystery] .. .

is the climax of the self-transcending process .. .."

lTMethod in Theology, lM.

l8Bernard McGinn, The Foundations of Mysticism (New York: Crossroad, 1991), xvn'

xviii.
l9Foundations of Mysticism, xvi and xvii.

20I am indebted to Rev. Harvey D. Egan, S.J. for this distinction and for useful

comments on a previous draft of this article.
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best experb, mysticism incorporates several interpretive contexb.2l
consequently it carries with it significant elements drawn from the realms
of common sense, theory, and interiority. Needless to say, mystical
consciousness may permeate these three other realms. In contrast to
transcendent experiences, which are transitory, mystical consciousness
tends to be pervasive and permanent.22 This is the reason why it can
permeate all the rest of human life.

4. Moornx VrEws oN Nrrratnrry

Let us now approach the main objection to the thematization of mystical
consciousness. Given its peculiar nafure, which is neither a matter of
common sense nor a matter of theory, and hence not a knowledge as
people normally understand it, should we not abandon the very idea of
thematizing it?

I must stress that the thematization in question is about mystical
consciousness, not about its "objx{' or "objective," namely, God. The
Neoplatonic hadition, both ancient and medieval, does not differentiate
human language regarding God and human language regarding
mysticism. Lonergan's perceptive commenb on the metaphysical render-
ing of Thomas Aquinas's overall epistemology apply to the study of
mysticism in particular.23 Although patristic and medieval literafures
display wonderful expressions about mysticism, they are not sufficiently

21h addition to McGinn, see Harvey D. Egan, Christian Mysticism: The Future of a
Tradition (collegeville, MN: The Liturgicat Press, 1990). on the other hand, it- is
unhelpful to include too much in the rubric "mysticism"; for all practical purposes, one
then equates it with the whole spiritual Me - the sole difference being that the mystic
takes it more seriously than the average believer. Thus, in Mysticism (New York: Duttoru
1967), ch. 4' Evelyn Underhill adopts too broad a definition of mysticism. Egan is on
better ground when he refuses to identify mysticism with "a Christian life of 

.ascetical

piety and devotiort'' or "simply love of God, the interior life, or christian religious
experience in general" (15).

22For more on these distinctions, see Louis Roy, Mystical Consciousness: Western
Perspe-ctiaa and Dialogue with lapanese Thinkers (Albany, Ny: sUNy press, 2003), esp.
introduction.

23*e Verbum, esp. ch. 1, conclusion.
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reflexive, that is, they do not explicitly reflect on religious experience as

distinct from Christian doctrine in general.
With modernity, the interest in the human self becomes dominant.

At first, several factors such as the disparagement of religion by the

opponents of the churches and the mistrust of quietism by the Catholic
institution seem to have precluded any non-polemical study of mysticism.

It is only at the dawn of the nineteenth century, namely, with Schleier-
macher, that we are offered a systematic account of religious experience.

Although he rarely speaks of Mystizismus (which he sometimes rejects

and sometimes accepts in a qualified manner),24 large sections of his

Speeches, his Dialectic, and his Christian Faith have to do with what we

would nowadays consider mysticism. Unfortunately, by failing to
distinguish between two forms of prereflective consciousness/ namely/

between mystical consciousness and the consciousness that permeates all

our states and acts, he does not ask to what extent the former might be
objectified. Yef because he sees a role in "objective consciousness," I
would not place him among the proponents of utter ineffability.25

William James and Rudolf Otto are the chief Western proponents of

the thesis that religious experience is irreducible to any sort of discourse.

Among James's four marks of any mystical experience, the first one is
"ineffability." He asserts:

The handiest of the marks by which I classify a state of mind as
mystical is negative. The subject of it immediately says that it defies
expressiory that no adequate report of its contents can be given in
words. It follows from this that its quality must be directly
experienced; it cannot be imparted or hansferred to others. In this
peculiarity mystical states are more like states of feeling than like
states of intellect.

Of course his work, The Varieties of Religiotts Experience, from which

this quotation comes, is full of reports of mystical states. But the only role

of such accounts consists in euoking the mystical states in the sensibility of

those who read those texts. He continues:

24see "sch,leiermacher's Epistemology ," 26, n. 4.

25See Mystical Consciousness, ch. 6
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No one can make clear to another who has never had a certain
feeling in what the quality or worth of it consists. One must have
musical ears to know the value of a symphony; one must have been
in love onds self to understand a lovels state of mind. Lacking the
heart or ear, we cannot interpret the musician or the lover justly.

All the sane, in his second mark of mysticism, "noetic qualityi'

James recognizes the presence of a certain "knowledge." Yet agairl such
infuitions are not amenable to any rational hanslation. "They are states of
insight into depths of truth unplumbed by the discursive intellect."26

Otto, who by and large appreciates The Vmieties of Religious
Experinrct, also adopts the thesis of ineffability. His version is more
rigorous than that of James. He speaks of "the numinous," a term that
comprises both mystical experience (the sense of the sacred) and the
experienced reality (the Wholly Other). We seem to be back to the
premodern lack of distinction previously mentioned. But in fact the
context is different it is Kantian. Otto's numinous is as unknowable as
Kanfs noumenon. Because we do not know the nature of the numinous,
we cannot even introduce the distinction: experience/object of experience.

Despite this lack of distinctio& Otto's book evidences a modern
focus on experience. And for him the experience of the numinous is
unique, incomparable. Ib "quite specific element ... remains inexpressible
... in the sense that it completely eludes apprehension in terms of
concepb,."27 It can only be evoked for the reader thanks to a "schema" or
"ideogram" whose function consisb in making the numinous imaginable
by being associated with something in the natural world. Still, this
evocation has no scientific (or conceptual) validity, according to Otto's
Kantian epistemology.28

26wi[iam James, The Varieties of Retigious Experience, ed. Martin E. Marty (1902;
reprint New York: Penguin, 1985), 380; or the critical edition tn Thc Wul<s of William
lames (Canbndge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1985), 302.

27Rudoff Otto , The Idea of the Holy: An lnquiry into the Non-rational Factor in the Idea of
the Diaine and lts Relation to the Rational, trans. john W. Harvey (London: Oxford
university Press, 2d ed., 1950), 5. In his foreword to the first English editioru he uses the
l"atin phrase "Numen ineffabile."

28For a more detailed analysis, see Transcendent Experiences, ch. Z esp. 1W-'t6.
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Another important thinker who discusses the problem of ineffability

is W. T. Stace. In Mysticism and Philosophy, a work that is better argued

than James's and Otto's books, he distinguishes between an inexpressible
"pure experience" and ib many interpretations. He claims that

"introvertive mysticism" (finding ultimate Unity within the soul) is pure

experience and therefore mysticism par excellence. On the other hand,
"extrovertive mysticism" (finding the One as shining through the

multiplicity of external material objects) is reducible to the former.

Finally, "theistic mysticism" is heavily theoryJaden and therefore is most

remote from pure experience.29
As regards the status of our language on mystical consciousness,

Stace must be praised for having distinguished two aspects of the issue.

He successively asks: Is mystical experience beyond logic and hence

paradoxical? And, is it beyond understanding and hence ineffable? He

answers yes to his first questiory and no to his second.

He tackles the first question in chapter 5 of his book. After trying to

refute four theories devised to explain away the paradoxical nature of

mystical writings, he settles for a division of human expression into two

domains, the sphere of paradox and the sphere of logic. He concludes that

it is not illogical, even for scholars who inevitably think according to the

logical laws of ordinary consciousness (elsewhere called "sensory-

intellectual," in conhast to mystical consciousness),3o to accept the fact

that a part of our human experience stands above those laws. I agree with

this latter statement although not with his assertion that paradoxical

phrasings cannot be hanslated into coherent ones. At stake is the validilv

of systematic language, as we shall see later. Yet if the British are right

when they say that "the proof of a recipe is in the pudding," I can refer to

a recently published article, where I believe I have successfully articu-

29W . f . Stace, Mysticism and Philosoptuy (London: Macmillan, 1960), ch. 1, section 5,
and ch. ? sections 5-8. For critical remarks on those three categories, see Roy,
Transcendent Experiences, 1,67-68.

s0W. f. Stace, The Teachings of the Mystics: Being Selections from the Great Mystics and
Mystical Writings (New York: A Mentor Book from New American Library, 19ffi), 12-'14,
237-38.
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lated, in logical discourse, a few of Meister Eckharfls paradoxical
pronouncements.3l

In chapter 6 Stace tackles the issue of the alleged ineffability.
unfortunately he fails to distinguish the language of religious experience
from the language on the object of that experience (God). Had he
concenhated on the former, his heahent would have been less broad and
probably more precise. Nevertheless, he makes a few important poinb.

He rightly claims that the mystics' difficulty with words does not
reside in the depth of their emotions or in the spiritual blindness of their
readers. It is an intellecfual difficulty, which consisb in the incommen-
surability between their mystical consciousness and their ordinary
consciousness. Of course, mystics successively partake of both kinds of
consciousness. And as they express their consciousness of a fundamental
unity, they cannot help but employ ordinary language which is based on
relating many terms, hence on multiplicity.

Another valuable contribution of stace to the debate is his contention
that mystical language cannot be entirely symbolic or metaphorical.
Introducing a helpful distinction between meaningful and meaningless
metaphors, he maintains that the meaningfulness of the metaphors
depends upon "literal" words. If not, we should ever be asking
"Metaphors for what?" and thus be involved in an infinite regress.
Symbolic language Stace rightly asserb, must be grounded on some
nonmetaphorical apprehensions, however inadequately or awkwardly
expressed. As examples of non-metaphorical words, he lisb difference
and similarity (or at times, causality) between the world of multiplicity
and the world of unity, or between the universe and God. Stace points out
that several mystics have recourse to both symbolic and literal terms.
They go beyond metaphorical language every time they use abstract
words such as "uniV' and conversely when they claim tha! in their
experience, "multiplicitj/' is obliterated. He also gives examples of literal
concepts employed by mystics: "no distinctions," "void," "undifferen-
tiated," "nothing," "nothingness," and several other terms.32

31see Louis Roy, "Some japanese tnterpretations of Meister Eckhar!,, Studies in
lnterreligious Dialogue 11 (2001): 782-98.

32Mysf icism and Philwophy, 299-g02.
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Lastly, taking his cue from Plotinus (in Ennead V3.1n, Stace notes

that during the experience itself mystics are in a state of total ineffability.

But afterwards, when the experience is remembered, they have recourse

to words in order to contrast the two kinds of consciousness. In sum, Stace

correctly states that the experience itself is above understanding, although

it is possible to conceptualize the experience in our logical language. He

remains vague, however, about the exact nafure and extent of such

thematization.

5. Tgr PossmnrrY oF THEMATZATIoN

ln reply to James and Otto, the partisans of total ineffability, let us

observe tha! in order to persevere in meditation, mystics must make two

judgmenb, a judgment of fact and a judgment of value, regarding their

experience. The first one is, "this experience is unique, different from

anything else"; the second is, "I need to be unconditionally faithful to this

experience." Notice that there is nothing paradoxical in these statements,

which are expressed in plain idiom. of course, the words in which these

judgments are couched vary enormously from culture to culfure. Even

though countless mystics probably never share these judgments with

other people, the fact that they had to utter them, however succinctly, as

they talk to themselves, shows that mystical consciousness is never purely

ineffable. As soon as mystical experience becomes self-aware, it comprises

a kernel of meaning, an elementary knowing (as distinct from knowledge

in Lonergan's fuller sense, where some degree of elaboration is

indispensable).
still, many mystics stop here. They observe and recommend silence.

Lao Tzu sternly states, "Those who know do not say; those who say do

not know."33 Is it advisable to follow their example and resist the

temptation of loquacity? Could it be a sign of profound wisdom to reject

the modern western hubris of trying to objectify mysticism? Perhaps we

should unmask this enterprise as an illusion and modestly confine

33lao T"u., Tao Te Ching trans. D.C. l,au (Harmondsworth, U.K.: Penguin Books,

1963), 
-t17, 

941..
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systematic understanding to the sciences that deal with the finite
universe, thus expelling philosophy and theology from that field. Perhaps
we should rally to Ludwig Wittgenstein's interdiction, "Whereof one
cannot speak" thereon one must be silent."&

Il, on the one hand, the objection merely implies that any
formulation is less rich than mystical consciousness itself and therefore
should not be considered a substitute for it we must concur. On the other
hand, given what has been said about the enriching character of
abstraction, we should not concede that the systematic handling is less
rich in all respects. Yet the private character of an individual's or a
group's experience can never be adequately rendered concepfually. Only
the symbolic approach is capable of alluding to its uniqueness in a
suggestive fashion. Still, even the symbolic remains at a remove from the
private aspect of human experience.

This issue becomes intractable when interpreters of mysticism fall
into the hermeneutical piffall of lamenting the fact that human language,
whether symbolic or conceptual, cannot literally reproduce the unique
features of a specific experience as it happened. Such interpreters ignore
the enriching character of expressions. Even at ib symbolic stage,
language suggests commonality, not pure privacy: ib analogical resources
allow its hearers or readers to have a share in the uniqueness of an event
that is both particular and paradigmatic. Moreover, the systematic
heatment can situate this particularity in a universally valid context,
provided it employs a useful set of terms and relations.35

Several years ago/ Paul Ricoeur noticed this difficulty:

My experience cannot directly become your experience. An event
belonging to one stream of consciousness cannot be hansferred as
such into another stream of consciousness. Yet, nevertheless,
something passes from me to you. Something is transferred from one
sphere of life to another. This something is not the experience as
experienced, but its meaning. Here is the miracle. The experience as

gl-ud*ig Wittgenstett Tractatus Logico-Phitosopfticus (London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 198L), Number 7; I have translated "dariibel' by "thereon" instead of
" thereof."

35On this issue, see Transcendent Expaiences, 174; also Louis Roy, "lnterpersonal
Knowledge According to John Macmurray," Modern Theology 5 (1989): 349-65, esp. 363.
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experienced, as lived, remains private, but its sense, its meaning,
becomes public. Communication in this way is the overcoming of the
radical non-communicability of the lived experience as lived.36

There are natural transitions between mystical consciousness, its

symbolic rendering, and systematic inquiry about it. Christians who have

tasted the mystery are attuned to biblical statements such as "The Father

and I are one" (John 10:30), "I am" (John 8:28), "Anyone united to the

Lord becomes one spirit with him" (1 Cor 6:17), or "It is no longer I who

live, but it is Christ who lives in me" (Gal 2:20). Their lectio diaina

oftentimes issues in spontaneous re-expressions of those most profound

truths. In doing so, those listening to the word of God are gently

inhoduced into webs of meaning. Moreover, many of those prayerful

people raise certain questions, the answers to which necessitate a coherent

frame of reference. Thus Paul Ricoeur writes that "le symbole donne i

penser/" "the symbol gives rise to thoughf' ("to thinking" would be a

better translation of "i pense/').37 Fides quaerens intellectum, "faith seeking

understanding," cannot rest idle.

6. Tsr Scoru or TsruelzenoN

Nowadays, many theologians urge that we remain content with what I

have called the first genre of expressions - the artistic one.38 They insist

that we should not hansgress the boundaries of the symbolic. We ought to

give up systematic thinking, they claim, because the latter necessarily

loses the powerful allusiveness of the former. That the systematic cannot

do what the symbolic can do, I readily admit. But why oppose the

symbolic and the systematic? Do they not pursue distinct, complementary

36Paul Ricoeur, lntupretation Theory: Discourse and the Surplus of Meaning (Fott

Worth: Texas Christian University Press, 1976), 16.

37Paul Ricoeur, The Symbolism of Ettil, trans. Emerson Buchanan (New York: Harper

& Row, D6n, 348.

38For example, some proponents of narrative theology; for ar.r excellent disc-ussion,
see Pau-l Griffiths, "The Limits of Narrative Theology," in Faith and Natatiae, ed. Keith

E. Yandell (Oxford: Oxford Universitv Press, 2002), 217-36.
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aims? I reported Stace's observation that even mystics go beyond the
symbolic when they use abstract words that imply systematic relations.

At any rate, those who reject the systematic contradict their own
proposal, since their thesis and the reasons they adduce lie in the genre,
not of symbolic expression, but of systematic thought itself. Most of the
time, behind their stance we find a misrepresentation of systematic
thought which they conshue in a concepfualistic manner. By contras! if
we adopt an epistemology that focuses on insights, we are in a position to
apply it flexibly to the realm of the mystical. TherU systematic themat-
ization will be experienced, not as impoverishing, but as enriching
because it will outline, in a manner that is different from symbolic
language the significant in mystical consciousness and the point in any
religious text. It can do this by pruning the unintended free associations to
which non-systematic writings are prone and by highlighting the
cognitional discoveries in an unequivocal way.

Let me repeat that the goal of both the symbolic and the systematic
forms of expression is not to duplicate or replace mystical consciousness.
The latber is immediate, since it belongs in the realm of the second
interiority, whereas speech takes us into the world mediated by meaning.
The challenge of thematization, therL consists in "theorizing" that is, in
systematically understanding and relating our data of consciousness. At
this stage we try to situate the manifold aspects of our prelinguistic
consciousness within the linguistic world mediated by meaning.

Lonergan clearly considers "the objectification of religious
experience" feasible.3e Yet neither Lonergan nor I in this essay have
thematized it in any detail. I have been sharpening his "upper blade" in
the "scissors movement with an upper blade in the categories and a lower
blade in the data."40 Elsewhere, however, I have brought some of the data
of the lower blade in interaction with the transcultural base of the upper
blade.al

3gMethod in Theotogy, 266.
4oMahod in Theotogy, 293.
41ln Transcmilant Experimces, ch. L, 2, 9, and 1O and in Mltstical Consciousnas,

passim.
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In the limited context of this article, I will content myself with

adding three methodological remarks. First, let us keep in mind the

distinction, inhoduced in section 4, between reflection on God and

reflection on mystical experience. While human talk about God is marked

by a relative (not total) inadequncy, the study of our approach to God is

marked by a relative (not total) adequacy. The fact that we cannot capture

the divine mystery does not entail that mystical consciousness, which is

our experience of that mystery, cannot be at least partially understood

and appropriately expressed.
Second, given that both our science of interiority and our science of

mysticism have to do with the data of consciousness, their basic terms

must be, not metaphysical, as in medieval theology, but psychological,

that is, derived from self-knowledge.tz Because of this intimate

connection between the third and the fourth realm, I would submit that

the philosophical self-knowledge gained in our exploration of interiority

is a prerequisite for any talk about mysticism.43 If we successfully

objectify the diverse facets of our ordinary consciousness, this

achievement will help us successfully objectify the data of our mystical

consciousness.
Third, since mystical consciousness appears to be utterly simple,

having no parts enunciable as discrete objects, it follows that it would be

futile to try and differentiate several aspects of it.a Consequently, I would

contend that its thematization amounts, not to analyzing it into

constituent elements (since it has no constituent elements), but to relating

it to the other realms of meaning. For example, we can examine how

particular instances of common sense, theory, and interiorifv influence

our awareness of mystical consciousness and are influenced by this

awareness.

42See Method in Theology, 343. In Heightened Consciousness: The Mystical Diffuence
(New York: Paulist Press, 1991), David Granfield successfully builds upon this
suggestion rrade by Lonergan.

43See. 
Wstical Consciousness, ch. 1 and 2.

gsee the section "Price on Bare Consciousness," in Mtlstical Consciousness, c.h. 3.
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CoNctusIoN

The sfudy of mysticism needs the wide-ranging expressions offered by
literature, the arts, religious studies, philosophy of religion, and theology.
Our understanding of the mystical life does not come unilaterally from
within. It is also guided, from withouq by the great religious texb and
traditions of humankind. The formulation of mystical consciousness is no
luxury.as We need it because we are human beings who want to
understand the whole spectrum of our experience. We are endowed with
what David Tracy calls a "blessed rage for order."46 We live in a world
mediated by meaning hence in a world that proves intellectually
satisfying insofar as the human mind finds order in it.

Moreover, the forms of expression that pertain to the symbolic genre
can benefit enormously from sound philosophy and competent theology.
Artists and writers need an adequate interpretive frame of reference for
their expressions to be more than solipsistic ejaculations or wild specula-
tions. Just compare/ for example, Dante, John of the Cross, or Gerald
Manley Hopkins on the one hand, with William |ames, Aldous Huxley, or
Alan Watb on the other hand.

Finally, intelligent reflection upon mysticism is required not only if
we are to sifuate it within our differentiated world of meaning, but also if
we are to exercise discernment among the multifude of symbolic
accounts, human studies, philosophies, and theologies that are competing
in the effort to win adherents over to their respective views. The new
science of mysticism that has progressively emerged in the course of the
twentieth century, and that might flower in the twenty-firs! will have to

45ln The Meaning of Christ: A Mahayana Theology (Marykno[ NY: Orbis Books, 1989),
John P. Keenan highlights the implications, for a new science of mysticism, of an
approach based on both conscious interiority and llstening to sacred scriptures. He finds
a helpful interiority analysis in Chinese Yogacara Buddhism. While Keenan and I do not
quite agree on the exact nature of thematization, we both affirm its usefulness. He
writes, for example, "Asanga thematized awakening as undefiled purification ...
attained within a consciousness that has become purified from passionate clinging and
imaginative knowint'' (216).

a6David Tracy, Blessed Rage for Order: The NaLt Pluralism in Theology, with a new
preface (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 191)6).
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face the tall order of dialectically appraising varied counterpositions and
of strengthening ib fundamental position.
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ndoubtedly the writings for which Bernard Lonergan is best

known are Insight: A Stuily of Hummt Llnderstanding (1957)2 and

Method in Theology (1972).3 In his own studies of Lonergan,

Frederick Crowe has argued that those writings are respective products of

two distinct periods in the development of Lonergan s interests, an earlier

period when he is concerned above all to examine understanding and

knowing or "mind," and a later period when his paramount interest is

the study of feeling and loving or "heart."4 On this divisioo The Subiect

(1968)s is an important milestone in Lonergan's shift from the earlier to

the later period. The essay clearly articulates such later-period themes as

1I presented an earlier version of this paper at the 17th Annual Fallon Memorial
Lonergan Symposium, Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles, Cahtornia, 22-'25
March 2001. The focus of the symposium was Lonergan's 1968 essay, The Subiect, and
themes emerging from it.

2lnsight: A StudV of Human lJndostanding, 5s ed. (London: Longmans, Greeo 1957

[Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, vol. 3, Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1ee2l).

3Method in Theology (London: Dartorv Longman &. Todd, 1972).

4See, for example, Apyoyiating the Lonergan ldea (Washtngtoru DC: The Catholic
University of America Press, 1989), 52-55; cf . 5-72, 55-70, 98-105, 345-55.

s'Ihe Subject (Milwaukee: Marquette University Press, 1968); reprinted in Lonergan,
A Second Collection (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1974), 69-86.
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a transcendental notion of value that stands beyond the notions of
intelligibility and reality, an existential level of conscious-intentional
operations that stands beyond the three strictly cognitional levels, and the
concrete subject's free and responsible self-constifution.

Lonergan's fuller development of the themes of The Subject in Method
in Theology includes his objectification of transcendental method, the con-
crete normative pattern that characterizes my human living across its
entire range of starting points and goals, the four-level pattern of experi-
encing attentively, understanding intelligently, judging reasonably, and
deciding responsibly. The fuller development also includes Lonergan's
elaboration of eight functional specialties, expressions of the normative
pattern of my human living on a more specific range, namely, the living
that begins with my encounters of concrete embodiments of meaning and
concludes with what I perform or produce in response to such encounters.

The central thesis of my paper is that there is an important
differentiation of transcendental method before the one that generates the
eight functionally specialized methods.6 That is to say, the operations that
make up my concrete human living, together with their objects, emerge in
a normative pattern not only of four levels but also of two phases, an
acctptiae phase and an actualizational phase; and just as the pattern of the
four levels constifutes transcendental method, so the differentiation of the
four levels into two phases generates two special methods that may be
labeled acceptiae and actualizational, respectively. The eight functionally
specialized inoestigatioe methods, in turry result from a subsequent
differentiation of the normative pattern of four levels and two phases, a
differentiation in terms of the proper end of each level in each phase.

My aim is to flesh out this thesis and elucidate its methodological
significance in four main steps. First I will offer a brief review of
transcendental method. Second, I will sketch the emergence of acceptive
and actualizational methods; and I will suggest how illuminating them

can add clarity to a Lonerganian porhayal of hanscendental method
itself. Third, I will indicate what I take to be the distinguishing traits of
the eight functionally specialized investigative methods, the Lonerganian

6The priority and posteriority indicated in this thesis are methodical, not necessarily
chronological.
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reconstifutions of the methods of scholarly and scientific human studies;
and I will note a set of methodologically significant but easily overlooked
distinctions internal to them. Fourth, I will offer some observations on the
method of nafural scientific studies.T

1. TneNScTNDENTAL MrrHoo

My total horizon comprises (a) my basic horizon, the fundamental field
within which every determinate element of my awareness stands, plus (b)
eoery determinate elemenf of my awareness. Now, in principle an account
of transcendental method can begin from various starting points within
my total horizory such as this or that fully determinate element of my
awareness (a thing or property of which I am aware), or data of
experience (whether of sense or consciousness), or my basic horizon.s In
the present account I choose to begin with my basic horizon.

My basic horizon has a subjective pole and an objective pole. The
subjectiae pole is my transcendental intending: my apriori, stuictly
heuristic, transcategorial, cognitional and decisional striving. As
cognitional and decbional striving this intending is both radically self-
present and intelligently, reasonably, and responsibly self<onstituting.
As transcategorial sfriin& this intending is unrestricted in its goal,
unlimited in the fulfillment it seeks. It is a yearning to know and choose
the totality of whatever is inherenfly knowable and choosable. As strictly
heuristic striving this intending merely anticipates ib goal indetermi-
nately, thus far in no way actually achieving it determinately. And as
apriori striving this intending is both given and natural. It is the very
dynamism of my intentional consciousness, anteceding all my choices and
all my cognitional acquisitions.

The objectkrc pole of my basic horizon is what the subjective pole
prefigures or foreshadows or implies, exactly insofar as it prefigures or

TFor the distinctions between scholarly studies, human scientific studres, and
natural scientific studies, I am drawing upon Lonergan, Method in Theology, especially
134-35, 778-80, 201-03, 272, 219, 229-30, 233-34, 24849, 325., 3&-65.

8Data of experience and my basic horizon are the ultimate respective "lower and
upper blades" of Lonergan's well-known "scissors" of methodica-l inquiry. (See for
example, Insight, 312-13, 522-23, 5n-87 1337-38, 546, 6N-A9l; Method in Theology, 293.)
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foreshadows or implies it. Hence, just as my hanscendental intending is

my apriori strictly heuristic hanscategorial cognitional and decisional

striving, so the transcendental intended is the totality of whatever is

inherently knowable and choosable, but simply as prefigured apriori and

thus as wholly indeterminate. It is the foreshadowed plenitude of what, if

I were to grasp it exhaustively, would completely satisfy my essentially

unbounded yearning to know and choose. It is the naturally given but

merely implied and thus entirely unspecified integral content that in fact

is what I mean, at least operationally, whenever I employ such words as

"is," "being," "tealily," "is good," "real goodness," and "genuine value."

At this poinf let me interject two parenthetical remarks a

substantive observation and a terminological clarification. The substan-

tive observation is that a distinction may be drawn between my naturally

giaen basic horizon and my existential basic horizon. The former is what

has been characterized in the two preceding paragraphs. The latter, by

contrast, is the horizon that I actually invoke as basic in my operations of

knowing and choosing, the horizon that I effectively employ as the

fundamental conscious source of their meaning and the ultimate

conscious criterion of their truth and value. Although the two horizons

ought to be identical, fhey can be difuent. For my existential basic horizon is

a matter of radical choice, a matter of radical intellectual (and ultimately
moral and even religious) conversion or unconversion. I ought to choose

the nafurally given horizon as my existential horizory blut I remain free to

reject it in favor of something less.e To avoid complexity that would not

be relevant to the central purpose of this paper, I assume throughout that

my naturally given basic horizon is what I have chosen as my existential

basic horizon.
The twofold terminological clarification aims to dispel a confusion

that often arises between the Lonerganian senses of "hanscendental" and
"hanscendental method" (which are standard in the present paper) and

the senses given those words in a closely related but importantly distinct

philosophical hadition. First, for Lonergan the term "hanscendental" has

the dual meaning of (a) "transcendental" in the Scholastic sense, namely,

9See, for example, Method in Theology, 23544.
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"transcategotial," "not limited to any categoryi' and (b) "transcendental"
in the Knntian sense, namely, "apriori," "pre-empirical."10 By conhast in
the writings of Joseph Mardchal and other "transcendental Thomists"
such as Karl Rahner and Emerich Coreth, "transcendental" typically has
just a single meaning, namely, the Kantian one: "apriori," "pro
empirical."11

Second, the foregoing difference is reflected in two different senses
of "transcendental method." For Mar6chal and his followers, a method is
"transcendental" if it is apriori in its basis and expectations. On this
approactu "apriori mettrod" and "transcendental method" are virtually
synonymous. For a Lonerganiarg by contrast a method is "transcen-
dental" if it is not only apriori in ib basis and expectations but also
ultimately transcategorinl in its scope.12 On this approacti "apriori
method" subdivides. The apriori method whose scope is ultimately
transcategorial is "transcendental" method; whereas the apriori methods
whose scopes in one way or another are ultimately just categorial rather
than transcategorial are "special apriori" methods. As examples of the
latter, I propose the acceptive and actualizational methods that I will
discuss shortly and the eight functionally specialized investigative
methods.

Refurning to my sketch of Lonerganian transcendental method, I
note that determinate elements of my awareness emerge within my basic
horizon insofar as I engage in acfual knowing and choosing. These
determinations are not coextensive with my transcendental intending and
intended, whose scope is unlimited. Rather, they are the cognitional and
decisional acts and contents that, as a human subject I acfually perform

10See, for example, A Second Collection, 207; Method in Theology, 11,-1,4, '282; A Third
Collection (New York: Paulist Press, 19{35), 76, '145.

11 See, for example, Otto Muck, T?rc Transcenilettat Method (New York Herder and
Herder, 1968), ffi-76, 210, 30742.

12For a recent essay in which (because of the context) I regularly employed the label
"transcendental method" in the broader, non-Lonerganian sense, see Michael Vertin,
"Transcendental Philosophy and Linguistic Philosophy," METHoD: lournal of Lonagan
Studies 19 (2001): 253-80. (See also Michael Vertin, "ta finalit€ intellectuelle: Mar6chal et
Lonergan," in Paul Gilbert, ed., loseph Mar&hal: entre Ia ritique kantietne et I'ontologie
thomiste." [Bruxelles: Editions Lessius, 20f,/Jl, U7-65.)
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and achieve, acts and contents whose scope is limited.l3 That is to say, the

determinate elemenb of my awareness are merely proportionate, not

hanscategorial. These proportionate determinations may be considered

in two ways. Firsf they may be taken simply in terms of the normative,

apriori, pre-empirical features they possess: the pure-structural, invariant,

relatively indeterminate dimensions of the acts and contents of my

knowing and choosing. Second, the determinations may be taken in

terms of the totality of their features - not just normative, apriori, pre-

empirical, but also empirical: the structure-complementing, variable, at

least relatively determinate dimensions of those acts and contents. My

primary concern here and in the remainder of this paper is with the

determinations considered in the first way, namely, simply in terms of

their normative, apriori, pre-empirical features.la

Just as within my basic horizon the features of the transcendental

intended are specified by the features of my transcendental intending, so

within my total horizon the normative feafures of the proportionate

contents of my awareness are specified by the normative features of my

proportionate acts. That is to say, the pure structural features of the

proportionate realities I know and choose are prefigured, foreshadowed,

fixed in advance, implied by the pure structural features of my

proportionate knowing and choosing and, more basically, of me as

proportionate knower and chooser. Although no reality I know or choose

emerges for me in its empirical fullness apart from my acfual concrete

knowledge or choice of it, the pure structural feafures that any such

reality would possess are antecedently determined by the pure structural

l3Throughout this paper, I prescind from religious believing and loving, acts whose
ullimate focus is not proportionate but rather transcendent reality and goodness. (For
an account of religious experience and how at best it conditions judgments and
decisions regarding the transcendent, see Michael Vertin, "Lonergan on Consciousness:
Is There a Fifth Level?" METHoD: lournal of Lonugan Studies 12 $99,9:. 1.-36.)

l4Just as the existential horizon I invoke as basic may differ from my naturally given
basic horizon even though it ought not to, so m| particular cognitional and decisional
efforts and achievements may deviate from the normative pattern of cognitional and
decisional acts and contents even though they ought not to. To avoid undue complex-
ity, this paper assumes that what ought to happen not only in the fust respect but also in
the second respect is what does happen.
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feafures of the cognitional and decisional acts by which I would know or
choose it.

What are those normative feafures? The fundamental Lonerganian
answer to this question is not unfamiliar to persons who have studied
Lonergan's account of transcendental method. My acts of proportionate
knowing and choosing constifute a composite process whose pure
strucfure comprises four levels of conscious-intentional elemenb: (1) my
attentiae expuicncing of data of experience;ls (2) my intelligent
understanding of the concrete intelligible unity of those data; (3) my
rational affirming of the reality of the intelligibly unified data; and (4) my
responsible affirming and choosing of the goodness of the intelligibly unified
data. Correspondingly, each proportionate reality is a composite term
whose pure structure comprises four levels of metaphysical elemenb: (1)
what attentively I experience, or potency; (2) what intelligently I
understand , or form; (3) what rationally I affirm, or act as reali and (4) what

rcStrictly speaking, transcendental method regards data of experience simply as
data of experietca differentiation of the latter (for example, into data of sense and data of
consciousness) is a methodically subsequent development.
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responsibly I affirm and choose, or act as good.76

Figure 1. The Operational
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Pattern of Transcendental Method

2. AccspmrE AND AcruarzenoNAl METHoDS

2.1. Their Emergence

I contend that the determinate elements of my awareness emerge within
my basic horizon not only as acts and contents on four levels, but also in
two phases. Adapting and extending a distinction made some forty years
ago by Frederick Crowe, let me designate the first phase "acceptive" and
the second "acfualizational ." 17 The acceptioe phase includes both acts and
correlative contents. The contents make up the proportionate realities
girsen to me, the already actual things that I encounter, whether they be
objects of the nafural physical world or concrete embodiments of human
meaning. The acts are the proportionate cognitional operations by which
I know those things as acfual realities and actual goods, and the
proportionate decisional operations by which I consent to them as acfual

161 contend that the distinctions between potency, form (or fust act), and act (or
second act) are real distinctions, whereas the distinction between act as real and act as
good is merely notional. This contention regards both the structure of proportionate
realities in general, which is my concern at the present point of this paper, and the
structures of proportionate actual and possible realities in particular, matters which I
will discuss below in Section 2.1.. (For a fuller account of the contenhion and the reasons
for it, see Michael Vertin, "Lonergan's Metaphysics of Value and Love: Some Proposed
Clarifications and lmplications," Lonugan Workshop 73 (1997): -189-219, 

at 197-205.)
lTFrederick Crowe, "Complacency and Concern in the Thought of St. Thomas,"

Theological Studies 2O (1959) 1-39, 798-230, 343-82, 383-95 lThree Thomist Studies
(Chestnut Hill, MA: Lonergan Center of Boston College, 2000), ch. 3-6] .
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goods.18 Tlte actualizational phase follows on the acceptive phase, and
likewise it includes both acts and correlative contenb. The acts are the
proportionate cognitional operations by which I know certain things as
both possible realities and possible goods, and the proportionate
decisional operations by which I choose to actualize those things and then
(insofar as I have the requisite freedom, skill, materials, and tools) execute
the choices. The contents make up the proportionate possible realities
(identically the possible real goods) I intend to actualize, the things that
become acfual realities (and actual real goods) insofar as I succeed in
actualizing them.

Now, just as in the context of transcendental method the normative
feafures of the proportionate realities I know and choose are specified by
the normative features of my proportionate knowing and choosing, so
also in the more differentiated context of specialized acceptive and
actualizational methods do more differentiated versions of the same
relations obtain. That is to say, the pure structural features of the
proportionate realities I encountu are prefigured, foreshadowed, implied
by the pure strucfural features of my proportionate acceptioe knowing and
choosing - and, more basically, of me as proportionate acceptive knower
and chooser. Similarly, the pure structural features of the proportionate
realities I intend to actualize are prefigured, foreshadowed, implied by the
pure strucfural features of my proportionate acfualizational k'nowing and
choosing - and, more basically, of me as proportionate acfualizational
knower and chooser. Although no reality I encounter or intend to
actualize emerges for me in its empirical fullness apart from my acfual
concrete encounter with or acfualizational intention of it, the normative
feafures that any such reality would possess are specified in advance by
the normative feafures of the cognitional and decisional acts by which I
would encounter or intend to acfualize it.

What, in greater detail, are those normative feafures? Not
surprisingly, they are more differentiated versions of what I sketched

18For (a) the argument that what I am labeling the "acceptive" phase concludes with
an act of consent or "compLacent willing," and O) the contention that even evil things
merit acceptance (not insofar as they are evil, but insofar as they exist), see Crowe,
"Complacency and Concern," especially 9-79, 203-271,, 34649 187-97, 118-26, 152-551.
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earlier in my brief review of transcendental method. In the acceptiae

phase, my acb of proportionate knowing and choosing constifute a

composite process whose pure structure comprises four levels of

conscious-intentional elements: (1) my attentiae experiencing of data of

sense or consciousness; (2) my intelligent understanding of the concrete

intelligible unity of those data; (3) my rational ffirming of the actual

reality of the intelligibly unified data; and (4) my responsible affirming of

and consenting to the actual goodness of the intelligibly unified data.

Correspondingly, each proportionate reality I encounter is a composite

term whose pure strucfure comprises four levels of metaphysical

elements: (1) what attentively I experience, or potency; (2) what

intelligently I understand, or form; (3) what rationally I affirm, or

encountered act as reah and (4) what responsibly I affirm and consent to, or

encountued act as good.
In the actualizational phase, my acts of knowing and choosing

constitute a composite process whose pure structure comprises four levels

of conscious-intentional elements: (1) my attentiae experiencing of data of

sense/ consciousness, or imagination;le (2) my intelligent understanding of

the concrete intelligible unity of those data; (3) my rational ffirming of the

possible reality of the intelligibly unified data; and (4) my responsible

ffirming of the possible goodness of the intelligibly unified data, plus my

responsible choosing to actualize the possible reality and goodness and

(insofar as I possess the requisite freedom, skill, materials, and tools)

executing that choice. Correspondingly, each proportionate reality

(identically each real good) I intend to actualize is a composite term

whose pure shucfure comprises four levels of metaphysical elements: (1)

what attentively I experience, or potency; (2) what intelligently I

understand , or form; (3) what rationally I affirm, or intended act as real; and

(4) what responsibly I affirm, choose, and attempt to actualize, or intended

act as good.

19Data of sense and data of consciousness are simply given, whereas data of
imagination are creative variations and cornbinations of these. While perhaps most
obvious in the actualizahional processes of artists, data of imagination play at least some
role in the actualizahonal Drocesses of evervone.
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accep- acfuali-
tance zation

Figure 2. The Operational Pattern of Acceptfue
and Actu alizational Methods

2.2. The Resolution of a Problem

If the analysis offered in Section 2.1 is correct, then it would seem to
provide the means for resolving a problem that Lat leasf have long found
puzzling. The problem is the character and role of deciding, choosing,
willing, in transcendental method. What exactly is that problem?

On the one hand, a method that is genuinely transcendental is
transcategorial: ultimately it regards nothing less than the total universe of
intelligibility, reality, and value.20 Now, there is no great difficulty in
doing justice to the requisite transcategorial scope of transcendental
method if one delineates it as the normative pattern of knowing; for
knowing is a matter of answering questions, and questions can easily
regard not merely the proportionate universe but the total universe. And
in fact the later Lonbrgan often proceeds in just this fashion, delineating
transcendental method in terms of the positional answers to the "ttlree
basic questions" about knowing, objectivity, and realiqr.2l

On the other hand, from time to time Lonergan also includes deciding
on the list of operations whose normative pattern is transcendental

2ol.lote that it is the transcategorial character of transcendental method as maisioned
by Lonugan that gives rise to the problem I am noting at the present point in my paper.
(Recall above, Section 1, and notes 10-12.)

21seg for example, "Bernard Lonergan Responds," in Philip McShane, ed.,
Language, Truth and Meaning (Dublin: Gill and Macmillan, 1972), 307; Method in Theology,
20-27, 25, 83, 23840, 25'9, 267, 297 , 31,6; A Seconil Collection, 37 , 86.
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method.22 But the words "deciding," "choosing," "willing," seem

immediately to suggest either my delight in this particular actual thing or

my commibnent to actualize that particular merely possible thing.

Narrowly ethical examples especially abound. And even if I manage to

make the scope of my choice coextensive with the universe, I seem

inevitably to be faced with the dichotomy between delighting in the

universe as it now is, or striving to make the universe what it is not yet

but ought to be. In either case the object of my choice seems to lack the

universality that would qualify my choosing as truly transcategorial.

How, tlren, can Lonergan maintain that deciding, choosing , willing, does

pertain to transcendental method?
As I see it, the solution to this problem is that, yecisely as enaisaged by

transcendental method, deciding has not yet been differentiated into

acceptioe choosing and actualizational choosing (or, in Crowe's terminol-

ogy, complacent willing and concerned willing). For deciding follows on

knowing, and right deciding approves of what knowing manifests as

good. But at the stage of transcendental method, what knowing manifests

as good has not yet been subdistinguished into the good that is already

actual and the good that thus far is muely possible; correlatively , deciding

has not yet been subdistinguished into the acceptiae choosing (or

complacent willing) that simply accepb the good that is already actual

and the actualizutional choosing (or concerned willing) that strives to

acfualize the good that thus far is merely possible. These latter

distinctions emerge only with the initial differentiation of transcendentsl

method into what I am naming the acceptiae and actualizationrzl methods;

and the clear articulation of these two latter methods very helpfully

illuminates what has not as yet been distinguished within the former

one.23

225ss, for example, Method in Theology, "13.25. Ct. "Bernard Lonergan Responds,"
308; and Bernard Lonergan, "Questionnaire on Philosophy," METHOD: lournal of
Lonogan Sndies 2, 2 (1984): 3, 5, 6-7 .

23A detailed discussion that bears drrectly on these issues may be found in Crowe,
"Complacency and Concern," 383-95 [189-203] .
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3. IMTERpRE'rATrvE INVESTTcATTVE ME"rHoDS

3.1. Thc Eight Functionally Specialized Methods

Not everything I encounter becomes a focus of systematic study on my
part. On the contrary, probably most actual things I run across are either
quickly dismissed or else promptly brought into the service of some
concrete goal other than the attainment of systematic knowledge. Again,
not all my deeds and products are intended simply to report on the
already acfual things I have encoun€red, or even to express them at all.
Very often I intend my expressions to indicate mere possibilities, to
entertairy to inspire, to condemn, and so forth; and although the contents
of such expressions may be influenced by my encounters with acfual
things, I do not at all intend the expressions as reports on those things.

It remains that if I happen to be a scientific or scholarly investigator,
my encounters of things sometimes are indeed systematic studies of them;
and many of my expressions, especially linguistic ones, are indeed
intended to report what I have come to know about the things I have
systematically studied. In the remainder of this paper, unless otherwise
indicated, I will be concerned with my concrete living in ib acceptive and
acfualizational phases only insofar as it is what I do as a scientific or
scholarly investigator namely, only insofar as it is a matter of
systematically studying things and reporting what I have learned about
them.

Next, let me recount what I take to be the specific differentiations of
the acceptive and actualizational nethods that give rise to the eight

functionally specialized methods, the interpretafiae methods I employ to the
extent that I am an investigator engaged in scholarly or human scientific
studies.2a First insofar as I am operating within the pattern of acceptioe
method, my four-level encounter with things envisages those things
simply as intelligible-not as simply intelligiblq but simply as intelligible.

24For the sake of terminological crispness, I use "interpretative" to label disciplines
that study objects that are not merely intelligible but also embody human meaning (or,
more broadly, disciplines that study history); and I use "posiLive" to label disciplines
that study obiects that are maely intelligible (or, more broadly, disciplines that study
nature).
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That is to say, the issue of whether they are just intelligible or whether

they also somehow embody human meaning has not as yet arisen.

Correlatively, insofar as I am operating within the pattern of octua-

Iizational method, my four-level actualization of expressions intended to

report on the things I have encountered intends to report on them simply

as intelligible.2s
By conhast when I come to operate within the pattern of an

interyetatiae method in its first phase, my four-level encounter with things

envisages those things not simply as intelligible but as embodying human

meaning. A single four-level engagement however, is not sufficient for

encountering things embodying human meaning as such; rather, four

successive fourlevel engagements are required. Each of those

engagements focusses respectively on the goal proper to one of the four

levels, beginning with the first (thus data, meanings, facts, and values);

and the normative patterns of these four successive four-level engage-

ments constifute the first-phase methodical specializations named research,

interyetation, history, and dialectic (FS1 ). Correlatively, when I am

operating within the pattern of an interyretatioe method in its second phase,

my four-level attempt to originate expressions intended to convey what I

have learned about the things I have encountered envisages those things

not simply as intelligible but as humanly meaningful. A single four-level

effort, however, is not adequate for conveying what I have learned about

humanly meaningful things; rather, four successive four-level efforts are

required. Each of those efforts focusses respectivelv on the goal proper to

one of the four levels, beginning with the last (thus values, facts,

meanings, and data); and the normative patterns of these four successive

four-level efforts constitute the second-phase methodical specializations
named foundafions, policy-making, planning, and execution (FS5-8).26

2slruofar as they envisage realiLies simply as intelligible, acceptive and
actualizational methods are like trarucendental method. lnsofar as they distinguish
respectively between the actual realities I encounter and the possible realities I intend to
actrtaTize, acceptive and actualizational methods differ from transcendental method.

26For Lonergan's account of the functional specialties in theology, see Method in
Theology, ch. 5. Since the context envisioned by the present paper includes but is not
limited to the context of the particular interpretative study that is theology, I have
replaced the farniliar labels of the last three specialties of functionally differentiated
theology (doctrines, systematics, and communicafions) with the labels Lonergan himself
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FSI FS2 FS3 FS4 FS5 FS6 FS7 FSS

Figure 3. The Operational Pattern of Functionally
Specialind Interpretatiae Methods

3.2. An Additional Set of Dbtinctions

At this point it will be useful to spell out a further set of distinctions/ ones
that are internal fo my engagement in interpretative sfudies. These
distinctions are methodologically significant but they also are easily
overlooked. The most obvious of them regards the things I encounter in
the first phase of an interpretative study, things I enwisage as embodying
human meaning. The human meaning I envisage them as embodying
may be tny owt, or it may be somcone else's. More amply, the humanly
meaningful things I encounter may be the more or less successful results
of a previous originative effort on my own parf an effort to know, choose,
and actualize expressions that would successfully embody the meanings I
intended them to embody. Or, on the other hand, the things I encounter
may be the more or less successful results of originative efforb by one or
more other persons. Although the task of interpreting my own expres-
sions undoubHly is similar in some respects to the task of interpreting
the expressions of others, the two tasks also are importantly different Let
us analyze this sifuation in three overall steps.

Firs| therV it would seem that skillfully interpreting my own expres-
sions as actualized presupposes knowing my own expressions as intended.

zuggests for the last three specialties of the functionally differentiated general
interpretative enterprise "integpated studies." *e Method in Theology, 36546; d. Loner-
gan, "The Example of Gibson Winter," A Secotd Collectkni, 789-92.
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Suppose, for example, that I encounter an article I have written. In my

attempt to know and articulate the meaning the article embodies, a

necessary2T condition of success is my knowledge of the meaning I

intended the article to embody. For unless I know what I intended, I will

be unable to assess the extent to which the words I now see on the pages

before me successfully express what I intended them to express.

But a necessary condition of knowing my own expressions as

intmded is knowing the normatiue features of my mtn exyessing - and, more

basically, of myself as expressor . For a necessary condition of knowing my

own expressions as intended is knowing their normative features; and as

already pointed out above in Section 2.L, those features are prefigured,

foreshadowed, implied by the normative features of mrr' own

expressing - and, more basically, of myself as expressor.

Following from the foregoing, the first overall conclusion is that

skillfully interpreting my own expressions as actualized presupposes

knowing the normatioe features of my own expressing - and, more basically,

of myself as exryessur.
Second, by parity of reasoning, it would seem that skillfully

interpreting another person's expressions as actualized presupposes

knowing the normative feafures of that other person's exyessing - and,

more basically, of that other person os exryessor. For skillfully interpreting

anothels expressions as actualized presupposes knowing the normative

feafures of her expressions as she intends them; and knowing the latter

presupposes knowing the normative feafures of her expressing - and,

more basically, of herself as expressor.
But how do I know the normative feafures of another person's

expressing - and, more basically, of herself as expressor? Only one

answer seems possible: by analogy with the normative feafures of my own

expressing - and, more basically, of myself as expressor- The prerequisite

of grasping how another person functions at best is grasping how I

function at bes! therL on the basis of empirical evidence (and thus never

with the certainty that is possible in my own case), I impute the pattern of

my functioning to that other person.

27Both here and in what follows, a necessary condiLion is not necessariy a suff cient

condition.
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Following from the foregoing the second overall conclusion is that
skillfully interpreting another person's exyessions as actualiznd presupposes
knowing the normatiae features of my oum exyessing - and, more basicallp
of myself as exqessor.

The third overall conclusion follows immediately from the first and
the second: Skillfully interpreting any exyression, whelher my oum or
another's, as actualized presupposes knowing the normatiae features of my
own exyessing - and, more basically, of myxlf as exqessor.

The foregoing conclusion affirms something that many may find
surprising namely, the necessity of specifically expressional self-
appropriation for anyone who would be a systematically skilled
interpreter. Moreover, it affirms that necessity as regards interpreting the
expressions not only of others but also of oneself. Whether in the broad
context of historiography, the narrower context of biography, , or the
personal context of autobiography, the answer to the question "What am I
doing when I am interpreting a deed, a text, or a life?" at least
operationally presupposes an answer to the question "What am I doing
when I am generating a deed, a text, or a lif e?"

4. PosmvT INVESTIGATIVE MFTHoDS

We may trace two stages in the emergence of the positioe investigative
methods I employ when I am engaged in natural scientific sfudies.28 The
first stage is coincident with acceptive and acfualizational methods when
their use is restricted to the context of systematic investigation. When I
am proceeding as a systematic investigator within the pattern of acceptioe
method, my four-level encounter with things envisages those things
simply as intelligible: whether they are just intelligible or whether they also
somehow embody human meaning is a question that has not as yet arisen.
And when I am proceeding as a systematic investigator within the pattern
of actualizational method, ny four-level origination of expressions intend-
ed to report on the things I have encountered intends to report on them
simply as intelligible. That is to say, in both their acceptive and
acfualizational phases, the methods operative at this stage are

2SRecall note 24.
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indeterminately those of positive investigation: they do not heat the things

they encounter and aim to express as being more than simply intelligible

(namely, as being embodiments of human meaning), but neither do they

exclude the possibility that they may be more.2e

The second stage in the emergence of positive investigative methods

presupposes the emergence of the interpretative investigative methods.

For the hallmark of the second stage is that, in both their acceptive and

actualizational phases, the methods are determinately those of positive

investigation: they treat the things they encounter and aim to express .zs

simply intelligible. In other words, they do more than refrain from treating

things as embodiments of human meaning. They treat them as not

embodying human meaning; they exclude their embodiment of human

meaning. But a systematic exclusion of human meaning from certain

things presupposes systematic knowledge of what is being excluded.

And since it is uniquely by means of the interpretative methods that

human meaning is systematically investigated, the emergence of

determinately positive methods at least operationally presupposes the

emergence of the interpretative methods.

In fact, I suggest that the determinately positive methods not only

presuppose the interpretative methods but may be viewed as a reductive

case of the latter. That is to say, the relation between the interpretative

methods and the determinately positive methods is similar to the relation

between the Einsteinian mechanics of special relativity and Newtonian

mechanics. The equations of Einsteinian mechanics anticipate the respec-

tive differences that emerge between (a) mass, length, and time observed

in the reference frame of the observer and (b) mass, length, and time

observed in another reference frame if the latter is moving relative to the

observer at some appreciable fraction of the speed of light. But in the

special case where the motion of the reference frame of the observed

relative to that of the observer is zero, the equations of Einsteinian

mechanics reduce to the equations of Newtonian mechanics. Similarly,

the interpretative methods anticipate all the things to be investigated as

29Notice that already at the first stage, let alone the second positive investigative
methods include two phases. For at both stages, the orientation of positive investigative
methods is not simply to encouxter things but also to report on them.
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being embodiments of hurnan neaning. But in the special case where the
things to be investigated are not embodimenb of human meaning but are
simply intelligible, the interpretative methods reduce to the determinately
positive methods.
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Figure 4. The Operational Pattern of Determinately
Positiae Methods

Now, we have already concluded at the end of the this papels
Section 3.2 that my skillful engagement in any interpretative investigation
presupposes knowing the normative features of my own expressing -
and, more basicallp of myself as expressor. But if, as I have just argued,
the determinately positive methods are a reductive case of the inter-
pretative methods, or even if the former only presuppose the latter, then it
follows that my skillfuI engagement in any dcterminately positiae systematic
inoestigation presupposes knuning the normatioe features of my wm
exyessing - and, more basically, of myxlf as exryessor.

Many persons will be apt to find that this conclusion runs counter to
their expectations, since even determinate positive investigations com-
monly are thought to be si:npler, more primitive, than interpretative
invesdgations. If my analysis is correct, however, the conclusion seems
unavoidable: specifically expressional self-appropriation is at least an
operational prerequisite for anyone who would be a systematicatly skilled
positive investigator . Or, in other terms, the answer to the question,
"What am I doing when I am determinately knowing the natural physical
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world?" at least operationally presupposes an answer to the question,

"What am I doing when I am generating a deed or a product?"

CoNcrustoN

Let me complete this paper by combining the conclusions of section 3.2

and Section 4, thus arriving at the following contention regarding

systematic investigation in general: Skillfully engaging in any interpretatioe

or determinately positioe inaestigation presupposes knowing the normatkse

features of my wm expressing - and, more basically, of myself as expressor.

That is to say, the answer to the question, "What am I doing when I am

interpreting a human deed or produc! or determinately knowing the

natural physical world?" at least operationally presupposes an answer to

the question, "What am I doing when I am generating a deed or a

product?" A methodical prerequisite for anyone who would be a system-

atically skilled interpretative or determinately positive investigator is

specifically expressional xlf-apyoyiation.




